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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On April 19, 1993, at 1552 central daylight time, a Mitsubishi
MU-2B-60, registered in the United States as N86SD and operated by the South
Dakota Department of Transporntion, as a public use airplane, collided with a silo
on a farm near Zwiigle, Iowa, while attempting an approach to an emergency
landing at Dubuque Regional Airport, Dubuque, Iowa. The aimlane was destroyed
in the colIision and postcrash fire. The captain, first officer, md the six passengers
aboard were fatally injured. kmumerat meteorological conditions existed at the
time. The flight originated from Cincinnati, Ohio, at 1406, on an i n s m e n k fig&
rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
cause of this accident was the fatigue cracking and fracture of the propeller hub arm.
The resultant separation of the hub arm and the propeller blade damaged the engine,
nacelle, wing, and fuseiage, thereby causing significant degradation to aircraft
performance and control that made a successful landing problematic.
The cause of the propeller hub arm fracture was a reduction in the
fatigue strength of the material because of manufacturing and time-related factors
(decarburization, residual stress, corrosion, mixed microstrucare, and
machining/scoring marks) that reduced the fatigue resistance of the material,
probably cornbined with exposure to bigher-than-normal cyclic loads during
operation of the propeller ?.t a critical vibration frequency (reactiorJess mode),
which was not appropriately considered during the airplane/propeller certification
process.
The safety issues in this report include the propeller hub design,
certification and continuing airworthiness, and air traffic control training. Safety
recommendations concerning these issues were addressed bo the Fedemi A~ix~.ti,c?r?
Administration.

NATIONAL TRANSPORTA'lTON SAFETY BOARD
WASHINGTON, DE. 20594

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
IN-FLIGHT LOSS OF PROPELLER BLADE
AND UNCONTROLLED COLLISION WITH TERRAEN
MITS&rBI[SHIMU-2B-60, N86SD
Z"IWEE, IOWA
APRIL 19,1993
I. FACTUAL INFORMATION
1.1

History ob the Flight

On April 19, 1993, at 1552 central daylight time (CDT),' a Mitsubishi
W-2B-60, registenxi in the United States as N86SD and operated by the South
Dakota Department of Transportation (DOT), as a public use airplane? collided
with a silo on a farm near Zwingie, Iowa, while attempting an approach to an
emergency landmg at Dubuque Regional Airport (DBQ), Dubuque, Iowa. The
airplane was destroyed in the collision and postcrash fire. The captain, first offker,
and the six passengess aboard were fatally injured. Instrument meteorological
conditions existed at the time. The flight originated from Cincinnati, Ohio, at 1406,
on an instrument flight rules (DX)flight plan.

The airplane and crew departed Piem, South Dakota, on April 19
&oat 9630 to carry a delegation of state officials (including the Governor of South
Dakota) and businessmen to a meeting in Cincinnati and to return the same day.
The airplane stopped in Sioux Falls and Brookings, South Dakota, to pick up other
members of the delegation. The airplane departed Brookings with the two pilots
1.4 :- -:--:
ZFI six Dassengers aboard, and arrived about 0930 et L.xke~
!+to
U I LU~LUML~~
The passengers then departed f@rtheir meeting.

--.:

The pilots remained at the airport where they ate lunch and ordered
fuel for the return flight, requesting full inboard and outboard wing tanks, and
75 galfons in each wing tip tank. Refueling records revealed that the airplane was

repal.

'All times in chis
with the exception of those in appendix B. a in cenoa) daylight time.
2See appendix A for information regarding the jurisdiction for the investigation of chis accident.

'

2
serviced with a totai of 303 gallons of Jet A fuel. No other maintenance service was
requested. Personnel of the Million Air faed-base operation at Lunken Field

recalled that the flightcrew was relaxed, businesslike, and displayed good hunor.
At 120L,a caller, using the call sign N86SD and naming the captain as
pilot-in-command, telephoned the Dayton, Ohio, flight service station (FSS) to file

two TFR flight plans and to oMain weather information ior Cincinnati to Sioux Falls
to Piem. The fmt ror?te segment to Sioux Falls was specified as "RNAV direct."
The caiier Ned tu depart Lmken at 1330, witb a Bight time of 2 112 hours to Sioux
Falls, with 4 1/2 hours of fuel on board. Three passengers were to deplane at Sioux
Falls, and the flight was to resume at 1615 with 2 hours o€ fuel remaining for a
&minute flight to Pierre. The c a X was concluded at 1208. There were no
discussions about alternate fields and surface weather observations from airports
other than Sioux Falls and Pierre.
The passengers returned about 1345 and boarded the airplane. The
flightcrew radioed ground control a? 1355 for flight clearance and taxi instructions.
At 1359, the airplane held on runway 20 to await an IFR release that was received
at 1406 from the Lunken air t S 1 c control tower.
The airplane took off and proceeded west-northwest. At 1428, the
flightcrew of N86SD requested and was granted clearance to deviate from course to
avoid weather buildups at flight level (EL) 230 over Indiana. (See figure 1). At
1509 and 1537, the flightcrew again requested and obtained clearance to deviate
around poor weather conditions at FL 240 over Illinois.
At 1540, the flightcrew reported, "Chicago, sierra delta, we had a
decompression," then "Mayday, Mayday, Mayday. Six sierra delta, we're going
down here." The Chicago Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) controller
acknowledged: "Roger, tell me what you need." The flightcrew replied, "The
closest airport we can get to here." The controller informed N86SD that DBQ was
25 miles away at their 2:OO position and asked what altitude the airplane needed.
The airplane's position was actually 37 miles from DBQ. At this time, the controller
was unaware of the weather at DBQ. TRe flightcrew responded, "We need to get
down to our oxygen level." The center controller then cleared the airplane to
8,000 feet.
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About this time, other airports were considered as divert options. The
controller later stated that there were smaller airports in the area but that they were
uncontrolled and unmanned. She considered Maquoketa Airport, but it only had a
nondmctionai radio beacon (NDB) instrument approach. She considered Quad City
Airport (MLI), M o l b , Illinois, but believed it was fartffer away from the airplane
than DBQ.
At 154212, the flight requested DBQ weather conditions. The
Conh-slier replied by clearing the flight to DBQ and stating that DBQ was at about a
330-degree heading, and that the airplane should fly "direct when ablee." She also
reported the DBQ weather as 300 feet overcast, 1.5 miles visibility in rain and fog,
and winds of 060 degrees at 20 kmts.
At that time, DBQ was about 31 miles from the airplane. Also at that
t h e , the current weathe.r observation for MLI (about 33 miles away from N86SD)
indicated visual meteorological conditions (YMC) on the surface. Also at that time,
instrument landing system (E3j-equipped Clinton Airport (CWI), Clinton, Iowa,
was 9 miles south, with a ceiling of 400 feet, and a visibility of 5 miles. The air
traffic controllers involved in the emergency situation did not query their mmputer
for the M L I surface observation, which would have been available. The CWI
surface observation is not available via a computer query.
About 1542, one of the controllers contacted Quad City approach
control to point out to the approach controller that N86SD was descending, with the
following land-line transmission: "Yeah, just, ah norheast of Davenport fifteen
miles, that emergency squawk you're seeing, he's going down to eight right now."
At 1543:11, the controller asked the flight if it could change frequency.
The flight answered in the affhmative, and contacted the low altitude radar
controller. The DBQ iadar controller assigned a heading to join the ILS final
approach course for runway 31 at DBQ and asked if the flightcrew wanted
emergency equipment standing by. The flightcrew replied, "We might need the
equipment....
I,

At 1544,the controller asked, "Can you hold altitude?" The flightcrew
responded, "Well, standby." The controller then cleared the flight to 6,000 feet. At
1545, the airplane reported dEctdty holding altitude, and the controller then cleared
the Wight to 4 . 0 8 feet and restated the heading to join the approach course.

e

Chicago ARTCC notified DBQ tower at 1545 that N86SD was
diverting to DBQ with an emergency. At 1546, the flightcrew requested the
distance to DBQ, and the controller replied that the airplane wzs 23 miles southeast
of the airport. N86SD then requested vectors to the ILS. At 1547, the controller
informed N86SD that his radar showed the airplane joining the approach course.
N86SD acknowledged and asked, "...could you have an ambulance standing by?" At
1548:06, N86SD transmitted that they "had an engine out" as well as a
decompression.
At 1549, the controller stated the airplane's altitude readout of
2,700 feet and asked "Can you hold...there?" N86SD answered, "I don't think so."
Radar contact was lost at 1551, about 10 miles southeast of DBQ when the airplane
was at 1,900 feet. The controller reported the loss of radar contact to the flightcrew
and directed them to contact DBQ tower.
The flightcrew reported on DBQ tower frequency at 1551, was
informed that emergency equipment was in positim, and was cleared to land on
runway 31. N86SD acknowledged and asked, "...how far out are we?" The tower
controller, unable to answer the question because no equipment to determine the
airplane's range was installed in the tower, stated that radar contact had been lost
and asked if the airplane had distance measuring equipment. The flightcrew's
affirmative response at 1552 was the last transmission received.'

A witness at Cottonville, Iowa, 4 miles east-southeast of the crash site,
heard an airplane overhead about the time of the accident but did not see it because
of clouds. A witness, 2 miles from.the site, saw N86SD come out of the clouds to
his east, pass about 100 feet overhead and continue west-noahwest. He described
the airplane as inclined dgbt wing down, with the left propeller stopped. He stated
that he saw a single left propeller blade, stationary above the left wing and bent
forward.
Three witnesses driving south on US Highway 61 saw the airplane
crcss from east to west at low altitude, and later saw the eruption of fii at the crash
site. One of these witnesses stopped on the side of the road and reported the
accident to authorities by mobile telephone.
3Three individuals acquainted with both pilou listened to recorded communications between the
airplane and Dubuque Iower. and identified the first officer as the individual making the radio transmissions on

NWD.
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The accident occurred during the hours of daylight at 42 degrees,
15 minutes, 21.6 seconds north latitude and 090 degrees, 41 minutes, 20.4 seconds
west longitude. This location is about 8.5 miles south of DBQ. The elevation of the
site was determined by a topographical map to be about 1 O
, OO feet above mean sea
level (msl).
1.2

Injuries to Persons
Iniuries

Flightcrew

Fatal
Serious
Minor/None
Total
1.3

2
0
0
2

Passengers
6
0
0

6

Other

Total

0
0
0
0

a
0
0
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Damage to Airplane

The airplane was destroyed during the impact and postcrash fire. Its
estimated value was $600,000.
1.4

Other Damage

A farm silo, a barn, several pieces of farm equipment, and several farm
animals were destroyed. The estimated vahe of this property was $16O,OOO.
1.5

Personnel Information

1.5.1

The Flightcrew

The captain, age 52, held a second class medical certificate issued on
December 10, 1992, with a limitation that he wear corrective lenses while flying. It
could not be determined whether he was wearing corrective lenses during the
accident sequence of events.
The captain held an airline transport pilot certificate, number 1972080,
with endorsements for airplane single- and multi-engine land. The certificate was
issued on September 5 , 1979. He held a flig!!t instructor certificate with ratings for
single- and multiengine land airplanes, and an instrument rating. His total flight
time was 10,607 hours, with 1,922 hours in the MU-2. In the last 30 days, he had

flown 26 hours, 12 of which were in the MU-2. His instrument time totaled
921 hours in actual instruinent conditions and 112 hours in simulated instnunent
conditions. He completed 2 recurrency check as MU-2 pilot-incommand on
December 16, 1992. He had been employed as a full-time pilot by the State of
South Dakota DOT since March 1980. He assumed the position of chief pilot in
1982,

6

The captain had been married for 30 years and had two children. His
son gave the following account of the captain's activity in the days before the
accident. ??le captain flew a trip on the morning of April 16, returned to his office
by 1400, and spent the evening at home. The son visited his father that evening, and
his father mentioned a long trip the coming Monddy. The captain went to bed
between 2230 and 2300, awoke early on Saturday, and spent the day at home. He
and his wife grilled steaks for dinner, and he went to bed about 2330. On Sunday,
he apld his wife attended church in the morning and visited friends that evening. The
son said that his father probably went to bed at his usual time between 2330 and
2400. He rose early OR April 19, withdrew money from an automatic teller machine
a b u t 0530 and went to work for a scheduled 0630 departure. The son recalled that
his father was in the habit of beginning preflight preparations about an hour before
departure.

The first officer, age 45, held a second class medical certificate issued
on April 13,1992, without limitations.
He held a commercial pilot certificate, number 503606959, with ratings
for helicopter and airplane, single- and multi-ertgine land, and instrument airplane
and helicopter. The certificate was issued on February 25, 1977. He herd a flight
instructor certificate with ratings for airplage, single- and multi-engine land,
instrument airplane, and heiicopter. His total flight time was 8,085 hours, with
982 hours in the MU-2. The first officer accumulated about 1,120 flight hours in
rotorcraft as a U.S. A m y pilot between 1968 and his military separation in the early
1970s. His instrument time totaled 270 hours acaal and 180 hours simulated. He
completed a recurrency check as MU-2 pilot-in-command on December 16, i992.
W?ile employed by the South Dakota Highway Patrol, he flew the rccident airplane
as a part-time pilot from 1983 through 1988. He joined the South Dakota DCT
Aviation Services Section as a full-time pilot in November 1990.
The first officer had been married 21 years and had two children. His
wife provided the following account of his activities in the 3 days before the

8

accident. He flew a trip on Friday, remmed home about 1700, and went to bed
about 2230. On Saturday. he rose about 0500. He and his wife spent the day
visiting a daughter at college and helping her move. They returned about midnight.
On Sunday, he rose about 0900. He had lunch with another daughter, napped, and
viskd a friend in the evening. He went to bed about 2230. He left the house about
0430 on Monday. He told his wife that he had a long trip scheduled and that it
would be a long day.

1.5.2

The Air T r S k Controllers

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) facility records indicated that
the Coton High position radar controller entered on duty with the FAA on
December 4,1986, and came to the Chicago ARTCC on June 8,1987. She attained
her area rating in the Northwest Area on June 30, 1991. Her most recent over-the
shoulder evaluaticjn and tape talk were on November 11, 1992. Her most recent
medical examination was on March 25,1993, with no waivers or limitations.
The DBQ Low Sector radar controller entered on duty with the FAA at
the Chicago ARTCC on December 30,1959. His area rating in the North Area was
on July 15, 1987. His most recent over-the-shoulder evaluation was on March 2,
1993, and his most m n t tape talk was on April 7, 199.3. On March 16th, 1993, he
received his most recent medical, with the notation that he shall wear lenses that
correct distant vision, and posses glasses that correct near vision while performing
air traffic control (ATC) duties.

1.5.2.1

Controller Emergency Procedure Training

Supervisory personnel at the Chicago ARTCC stated that all
controllers experience simulated emergencies during all phases of training. They
said emergency situations are planned into simulation scenarios, and that situations
very similar to the accident sequence of events are inserted into training sequences.
Such situations resembling the N86SD sequence of events are also included in
controller and supervisor annual refresher training, according to Chicago Center
personnel.
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1.6

Airplane Information

1.6-1

General

N86SD was purchased by the State of South Dakota on February 25,
1983, from Carlingswitch, Inc., the owner of the airplane since December 13, 1879.
The airplane had been registered under four different numbers since its manufacture.
The original registration number was N197MA. It was changed to N69PC after the
airplane was sold to Carliigswitch, Inc. On January 26, 1983, the registration
number was changed to N984MA, and, on June 10,1983, it became N86SD after it
was purchased by the State of South Dakota.
Comunications and navigation equipment installed at the time of the.
accident included dual VHF radio transceivers, area navigation coupled to the
autopilot, dual VOR receivers, DME, ADFMDB, LORAN, ILS with maricer
beacon, and radar altimeter!
The LORAN had a feature to display airports in
proximity to the airplane's present position.
A telephone was installed in the airplane with handsets at the right
pilot's station and the right rear passenger seat. The latter was used by passengers
t w i c e during the accident flight, but not during the accident sequence of events. See
section 1.9. A cockpit indicator was installed to show the flightcrew when the
telephone was in use.

1.6.2

NS6SD Maintenance Program

Examination of N86SDs logbooks revealed that the airplane was
inspected under Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR)Parts 91 and 43. The State of
South Dakota's maintenance program for N86SD was found consistent with the
manufacturers' (Mitsubishi, Garrett, and Hartzell) recommended mainte~mce
programs. These programs are based on overhaul, life-limited, and on-condition
maintenance processes.

4VHF - Very High Frequency; VOR - Very high frequency Omnidirectional Radio Range;
DE-Distance Measuring Equipment; ADF/NDB - Automatic D k t i o n RndingMondirectional k
o
n
:

LORAN - Long Range Navigation; and ILS - Instrument Landing System.
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1.63

Engine and Propeller .Information

The airplane was powered by two Garrett Turbine Engine Division,
model WE-331-10-511M turboprop engines, rated at 940 shaft horsepower at
takeoff? each driving a Hartzell model HC-B4TN-5GL propeller (se,: section
1.17.2.3 for description of propeller). Airplane'records disciosed that at the tkne of
the accident, the lei3 engine, Serial No. P-3613OC, had accrued a total of 4,516
operating hours since new (TSN) and 929 hours since overhaul (TSO). The right
engine, Serial No. P-36098, had accrued 4,546 hours TSN and 890 hours TSO.
Both engines were ovehuled by Teledyne Neosho, Neosho, Missouri, in
November and December 1989, respectively.

The lei3 propeller hub, Hartzell model HC-B4TN-SGiE, Serial No.
CD-975, was installed new by the airplane manufacturer at the time of original
delivery and had remained with the airplane through its service life. At the time of
the accident, this propeller hub had accrued a total operatiig time of 4,585 hours.
Operating cycles were not recorded in the propeller records.
The overhaul of the MU-2's propellers was recommended every
3,000 hours of operation or 60 calendar months, whichever occurred first, accordmg
to Hartzell Service Letter (SL) 61R, dated February 28, 1992. There is no
requirement to disassemble the hub to inspect the hub bores during the propeller
overhaul. Records provided by the operator indicated that the last propeller
overhaul on N86SD was performed at 3,914 hours of airframe total time ('IT) on
Sepkmber 11, 1990,671 hours before the accident.
1.6.4

Weight and Balance

Weight and balance were calculated for the accident fight using the
following: 7,845 pounds empty weight, 1,422 pounds for flightchew and
passengers, and 2,425 pounds of fuel. The derived weights were 11,692 pounds at
engine start and 10,825 pounds at accident. Center-of-gravity (CG) was calculated
to be 195.2 inches at engine start and 196.3 inches at the rime of the accident. The
PnaXimpllTI takeoff weight for the airplane was 11,575 pounds, and its CG range was
1W.9 inches to 199.4 inzhes.

'The engines are flat rated a 7 1 5 shaft horsepower. as InStAled on &e Mu-2B-60.

1

11

"he §ou& Dako'a DOT pilots used a self-developed computer program
to obtain weight and balance before flights from Pierre. Its use required entries for
weigh& and the distribution of fiightclpw. passengers, baggage and fuel. The
program summed weights and cafculated moment and CG. A representative
'calcuiation for a typicat flight underreported zero fuel weight and ramp weight in the
m m t of one passenger's weight ( f i t seat behind cockpit on right side}, and
miscalculated CG by the omission of moment for that passenger.
u.5

Mainteemaace Records Review

The maintenance records for N86SD inciuded the airplane, propeller,
engine, overhaul logbooks, FAA form 337s (Major Repair and Alteration), and
other documents pertainhg to the sewice history of the airplanc. The last entry in
the airplane logbook showed that N86SI.3 had accumulated 4,570 hours l
T on April
12, 1993, when a phase 5, "Cabin & Cockpit" periodic inspection was
accomplished.
The airplane logbooks described repairs from a gear-up landing of
N86SD, with no reported damage to the propellers. N86SD was repaired on
January 8, 1938. At the time of the accident, the airplane logbook did not indicate
my uncorrected discrepancies or open items.
The propelier logbooks showed that the left and right propellers were
removed for newer model blade replacement by Aircraft Pmpelier Services, Inc.,
Wheeling, Dlinois, on April 30, 1992, at the ailplane 'IT of 4,340 hours, which was
approximtely 239 hours prior to the accident. The last recorded inspectior1 of the
propellers was performed on January 14, 1993. The inspection included an
examination of the prupellers for smooth rotation of t'le blades O R the hub pilot
tubes. The inspection of the propeller hub for cracks, required to be conducted
during the 100-hour periodic inspection, was performed visually and was limited to
the ex?erior of the hub and hub m.The interior pilot tube and hub bore were not
inspected at that time due to their inaccessibility.

1.7

MeBeordogical Information

1.7.1

Surface Weather Observations
DBQ Regional Airport (DBQ), Dubuque, Iowa:
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1518 CDT...Special..Measured ceiling 300 feet overcast; visibility
1 1,- Ales; moderate rain, fog; winds 069 degrees at 20 knots;
altimeter se&g 29.45 inches of Hg.
1555 CDT...Record SpeciaLMesured ceiling 204) feet overcast;
visibility 1 1/2 miles; iight rain, fog; temperature 46 degrees F; dew
point 45 degrees F; winds 040 degrees at 16 knots; altimeter setting
29.46 inches of rig.
1632 CDT...Zpecial..Measud ceiling 300 feet cvercast; visibility
21des variable; light rain, fog; winds 040 degrees at 20 knots
gusting 27 hots; altimeter setting 29.44 inches of Hg.; visib3ty
1 i/2 miles variable 2 1/2 milesQuad City Airport (MU),Moliie, Illinois:

1516 CDT...Sgecial..Measured ceiling 1,300 feet broken, 2,700feet
overcast; visibility 5 miles; fog; winds 180 degrees at 7 knots;
altimeter setting 29.36 inches of Mg.
1550...8e~ord..Neasured ceiling 1,400 feet broken, 2,800 feet
overcast; visibility 5 miles; fog; temperature 64 degrees F; dew
point 60 degrees F; winds 18G degrees at 10 knots; altimeter setting
29.35 inches of Hg.
1650 CDT...Record Specia1..7,500 feet scattered, estimated ceiling
25,000 feet overcast; visibility 4 miles; fog; temperature
65 degrees F; dew point 61 degrees F; winds 180 degrees at
6 knots; altimeter setting 29.36 inches of Hg.
Clinton Airport (CWI), Clinton, Iowa:

1535 CDT...Ceiling 400 feet overcast; visibility 5 wdes;
temperature 54 degrees F dew point 51 degrees F; whds
070degrees at 12 knots: altimeter setting 29.36 inches of Hg.
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1540 CDT...Ceiling 400 feet overcast; visibility 5 miles:
temperature 54 degrees F; dew point 50 degrees F; winds
070degrees at 10 knots; aitimeter setting 29.37 inches of Hg.;
-03 inches of precipitation measured between I520 CDT to
1540 CDT.

1555 CDT...Ceiling 300 feet overcast; visibility 5 miles;
temperature 54 degrees F; dew point 50 degrees
winds
060 degrees at 11 knots; altimeter setting 29.38 inches of Mg.
1.7.2

AIRMETs and SIGMETs

The following airman's meteorological infomation (AIRMET) and
significant meteomlogical infomation (SIGMET) were in effect at the time of the
accident:
AIRMET Zulu for Icing:
Issued on April 19, I445 CDT, valid until April 19, 2100 CDT.
"Occasional moderate rime icing in cloud and in precipitation from
the freezing level to 18,000 feet" The area encompassed by this
AIRMET included a 30 nautical mile radius of DBQ.

AIRMET Tango for Turbulence and Low Level Windshear
(LLWS):
Issued on April 19, 1445 CDT, valid until April 19, 2100 CDT.
"OCC~S~O
moderate
M~
turbulence below 10,OOO feet in region of
strong low level winds. LLWS potential over the area due to
moderate to strong low level winds continuing beyond 2100 CDT."
The m a encompassed by this AIRMET included a 30 nautical mile
radius of D8Q.

AIRMET Sierra for IFR:
Issued on April 19, 1445 CDT, valid until April 19, 2100 CDT.
"Occasional ceiling below 1,OOO fe&visibility 'Mow 3 miles
precipitation/fog." The area encompassed by this AfRIvET
included a 30 nautical mile radius of DBQ.
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Convective S I G M B 37C:

Issued on April 19, 1455 CDT, valid until April 19, 1655 CQT.
From 30 mutical miles nom of DBQ to 30 nautical miles westsouthwest of ORD [Chicago, Illinois] te 20 nauticai m i l e s west of
SBN [South Bend, Indiana]: Line embedded thunderstorms 24)
nautical miles wide moving from 230 degrees at 30 k
nots. Tops to
4
0
O
,o
o feet.
Convective SIGME" 33C:

Issued on April 19, 1455 CDT,valid until April 19, 1655 CDT.
F m 30 nautical miles east of CIQ [Cedar Rapids, Iowa] to 10
nautica!miles southwest of BDF [Bradford, Illinois] to 40 nautical
miles south of BRL [Burlington, Iowa] to 30 nautical miles east of
CID: Developing area of thunderstom moving from 230 degrees
at 25 knots. Tops to 40,008 feet, tornadoes, hail to 3 inches, wind
gusts to 75 knots possible.

1-73

Center Weather Advisory (CWA)

The following CWA, issued by the Chicago Center (ZALJ)Weather
Service Unit,National Weather Service meteorologist, wai in effect at the time of
the accident:

ZAUl CWA QlB8C Issued on April 19, 1505 CDT, valid utitil
April 19, 1705 CDT. Over ZAU from 20 nautical miles north of
DBQ to 60 nautical miles northeast of IRK I%<irksville,Missouri].
Rapidly intensifying broken line level 4 to 5 thunderstom. Severe
weather iikely. Line moving east 25 knots. Second line to develop
next 2 hours from 40 nautical miles northwest CID to 40 nautical
miles northeast of IRK. Severe weather also likely as cells develop,
1.7.4

Severe Weather Forecast Alert

The following Severe WeatRer Forecast Alert ( A W ) was in effect at
tbe time of the accident:
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A W Number 142: Valid on April 19, 1400 CDT to April 19,
2oOO CDT. Tomdo Watch 60 nautical miles east and west of a
line from 48 nautical miles south-southwest of SCF [Springfieid,
Missaxil to 40 nautical miles north of BRL. Hail surfact and aloft,
2 i/2 inches. Wind gum 75 knots. Maximum fops to 50,000 fee$.

DBQ is equipped wilh the foIiowin:: instrument approaches: an I U to
runway 31, an NDB to runway 31, i: VQR tr, runway 36, a VOR to runway 3 1, 4
VOW to runway 13, and a L W / D h E BC to m w a y 13. Ihe only approach with
weather minirrums at or above the minimum required at the time of the accident was
the p&s to runway 31.

M U is equipped with the following instrument approaches: an ILS to
runway 89, a localizer to m w a y 27, an NDB to runway 09, and an RMAV to
runway 31. The weather at the time of the accident was above ail appsmch

mislimums.

Insmment approach optiorts at Clinton inciud? an ILS approach to
runway 03, a VOR approach to runway 03, a V O W M E approach to runway 21,
an PiiB approach to runway 03, ana an MDB approach to runway 14. The I L S to
runway 03 has a decision height that was at the ceiling at CWI at the time of the
accidenL The VOR to m w a y 03 would have also been available, provided an
aizlme was equipped with an operating DME.

1.9

Communications

Transcripts of pertinent recorded communications between the
flightcrew and various FA# control facilities during the in-flight emergency are
found in appendix B of this port.
South Dakota personnel r :ounted two telephone calls during the flight
that were made from the telephone inst l e d in the airplane. About 1430, the office
of one of the passengers received a call frcm the passenger conveying that the
airplane was airborne out of Cincinnati. About 1530. another passenger called his
secretary in his office. The calls were routine in nature and did not indicate any

airplane-difficulty.
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The accident site was in Jackso: Counfy, Iowa. which does not have
911 emergency service. The telephone call from the witness on the highway by the
crash site was received by the Jones County Sheriffs Ofice, and the infomtion
was relayed to Jackson County at 1601.

1.10

Aerodrome Information

DBQhas no ATC radar. At the time of the accident, there were two
ContmlIers in the tower cab, and the tswer manager was also on duty. The airport
has two bidirectional runways: runway 13/31 (6,498 feet by 150 feet) and
runway 18/36 (4,902 feet by 150 feet). Both runways are asphalt, and neither has
an o v e m The field elevation is 1,076 feet msl. Runway 31 has a m&km
intensity approach lighting system wi?h runway alignment kdicator lights. Lighting
on all m w a y s was operational and had been rimed to full intensity for the
@lane's approach

MLI is serviced by an A X approach control radar. The airport has
13/31 (concrete, 6,000 feet by 150 feet), 29/27
(asphalt, 8,509 feet by 153 feet), and 05/23 (asphalt, 4,909 feet by 150 feet). The
field elev%ion is 589 feet mi. Runways 13/31 and 05/23 are equipped with
medium intensity approach fighting, and runway 09/27 is equipped with high
intensity approach lighting.

three bidirectional runways:

CWI is uncontrolleed; however, a fixed-base operator OA the field
opates a WNICOM/CTAF [aeronautical advisory station/common ,i.rafficadvisory
frequency] radio. The airport has two bidirectional runwzys: 14/32 (asphalt,
3,7Wfeet by 100 feet), and 03/21 (asphalt, 5,2M feet by 100 feet). The field
elevation is 708 feet. Pilot-controlled lighting is available for both runways.
%kather information couid be obtained directly from the airport via AWOS
[automated weather observing system].

1.11

Flight Recorders
Flight recorders wex not installed, nor were they required to be

inspalled. on N86SD.
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1.12

Wreckage and lmpct Information

1.121

Debris Field Description

The airplane came to rest on a heading of 303 degrees magnetic in a
bamyard. During the postcrash fire, about 75 percent of the fuselage was consumed
by fire. The wrckage path began at a demolished 75-foot concrete m d steel silo
and continued for about 498 feet on a magnetic heading of between 290 and
320 degrees. The farthermost pieces of airplane debris that were found were the left
ind right tip tanks, which showed minor frontal damage and no fire damage. The
fuselage was found to be heading 303 degrees and was largely consumed by fire
from the front to the aft pressure bulkhead. (See figures 2 and 3).

The wreckage path contained pieces of the airplane from the nose to
the tail and from the right wing tip to the left wing tip. One propeller blade, oil&
blade tip, and the powerplant top cowling from the left engine melle couid not be
found at the accident site? Eeces of silo material were found throughout the
wrec’uge &T fis.
1.12.2

Fuselage Damage

The fuselage structure was almost completely consumed by fire from
’he forward pressure bulkhead (forward of the rudder pedals) to the aft pressure
bulkhead. The nose of the airplane was crushed inward into the cockpit area, a
distance of about 4 feet. Mortar, concrete block and galvanized hardware were
interspersed throughout the nose and cockpit areas. The fuselage area contained
molten dumburn and unrecognizable fragments of IRetal. The empennage was
sepatated from the fuselage at the factory joint (the attachment area between
fuselage and tail structure) and was about 59 feet from the fuselage.
The fuseJage debris was, for the most part, consumed by fi,
eliminating the passibility of evidence of a propeller strike. No propeller material

was found in the fuselage area.

~

%e left engine powerpiant cowling and the missing L-3 propeller blade, blade clamp, and
sepanced hub mu were found on May 14, 1993, abut 4 miles aonh of the flightpath. aboul 27 mites east~ouulmst
or he cr;lsk site.
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Figure 2.--Debris field diagram.

Figure 3.--Airplane wreckage.
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Wing Damage

The left wing was found separated outboard of the left engine. - T k
n
ib
a
r
d portion of the wing, including the engine attach area, was f w d with &he
fuselage. It exhibited fire damage, consisting of scorched and melted metal, e x m e
crushing to t!e leading edge, m,d ruptured fuel tanks. The outboard wing section
was not dire damaged and had minor damage to the leading edge. The left wing tip
fuel tllrtk separated from the wing at its attach points. The ieft aileron prim tab was
positioned at the full-tabdown position (left wing up). The left inboard fiap had
separated h m the wing and was found in the barnyard. The left outboard flap was
partially separated from the wing and was amched by the kft roil trim electrical
cable. The left flap jackscrews were found in the flap retracted position. Ihe left
W a r d spoiler was separated from the attachmeat points. The left oGtboard s p o i k
was attached to rhe wing. All of the fractures exhibited characteristics of overload
failures.
The right wing was separated outboard of the right engine. m e
inboard portion of the Wing, including the engine attach area, was found with the
fuselage and exhibited fire damage, consisting of scorched and meltcd me&,
extreme crushing to the leading edge, and rupu.zd he; tanks. The outboard portion
of the wing was not fire damaged and had minor damage to the leading edge. The
right wing tip fuel tank separated from the wing at its attach points. The right
aileron trim tab was positioned at the full tab up position (right wing down). The
righi inboard and ou.tboard flaps were found 'separated from the wing. The right flap
jackscrews were found in the retracted position. The right inboard spoiler was
found separated from the wing. l h e right outboard spoiler was iite_ml to'the wing.
A11 of the separated flight control surfaces were found throughout the wreckage
path.
1.12.4

Empennage Damage

The empennage was found separated from the fuselage at its factory
joint. Tke attach structure of the empennage-to-fuselage joint had broken in tensile
overload. The left and right horizontal stabilizers and the venical stabilizer Leading
edges were crushed rearward to their respective front spars. The left horizontal
stabilizer was bent rearward 90 degrees with the: rotation about the rear spar. The
left elevator separated from the stabilizer and was found near the empennage. Both
the left and right elevator counterweights were found near the empennage. 'Re
elevator trim setring was measured and was determined to be unlike either elevator
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trim tab position. Continuity of the trim system could not be verified due to frre and
impact damage, and the trim cables were found disconnected and free.
1.12.5

Engine Damage

Both the le& and right engies were approximately 175 feet from the
silo and adjacent to the severely burned cockpithabin section of LIe fuselage, the
central point of the crash site. Both the left and right propellers were attached to
their respective engine output shafts. Initial examination disclosed that the propeller
blade operating cylinder and piston assembly, m d the entire No. 3 b!ade, had
separated'from the left propeller. The remaining three blades were attached but
severely damaged. The right propeller, except for the cylinder and piston assembly,
was complete. However, all four blades were severely damaged.
The left engine was broken into three major pieces and the major
fracture point was in an irregular tangential line through the inler duct and around
the tunnel housing that encloses the main engine rotor drive for the reduction
gearbox (RGB). Two of the three major sections were found at approximately
83-degree angles to each other on a heading of 150 degrees and 67 degrees,
respectively. They were connected orJy by n2iscellaneous tubing a d electrical wire
bundles. The third piece, the lower teft section of the RGB, was about 6 feet
ease-northeast of the RGB section. The RGB separated as a basic assembly with
the propeller attached to the engine output shaft.
The right engine was split into two pieces, the propeller/RGB section
and the power sectim. The propeller/RGB assembly came to rest on a heading of
256 degrees and was adjacent to the right side of the burned section of the airp1ar.e
cockpit. The power sectian was approximately 10 feet east-southeast of the RGB
assembly on a heading of 21 1 degrees. The engine fracture l h ; was along a ragged
vertical plane thrmgh the engine inlet duct and accessory housing, basically in l i
with the face s f rhe rear cover of the accessory mount section of the housing. The
right propeller with all four blades was attached to the engine output shaft. The
RGB section was found inverted and partially imbedded into the soft ground
surface. The fracture and surrounding cracks in the housing were typical of
overload separations.
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1.12.5.1

Left Engine Mount Damage

The left side panel beam separated from the front wing spar, with the
beam hinge type a t t a c h e 2 and bolt hta& the separation occurred at the wing spar
riveted joint. (See figure 4). The left km was bent at mid length to the right ( a f t
looking forward) approximately 50 degrees and slightly twisted in a clockwise
&weetion. The mver an6 vibmtio9 isolator were intact and relatively free of
damage. The engine momt spirddle plate was attached to the vibration isolator,
however, the spindle plate separated from the accessory gear box (AGB) when the
kzaded inserts were stripped from the cast aluminkm AGB housing. The inserts
made multiple imprints at the attach p o h t on the engine. lfie right beam also
separated at the wing spar in tension and in a forward direction. The separation was
at the web just aft of the vertical bolt. However, the right beam was not bent or
twisted. The spindle OR the right beam spindle p12te faiIed at the minor diameter,
and the separated piece of the spindle remained with the vibration isolator.
~~

The trL3ngular buss support fractured into several pieces on impact,
and all of the pieces were not recovered. The largest p i x e recovered was the apex
section of the triangle that housed the front top vibration isolator and was attached
to the top front engine mowt.
The separation occurred almost equidistant from the Center of the apex
and several inches behind the rear face of the isotator housing. Both side sections of
the truss between the isolator housing and the ieft and right side beam attachme2t
f i ~ were
g
either not recovered or not identifiable. The truss end fitting that
attached to the right side beam fractured in o v e r h d through the bolt hole. Ninety
percent o€ the right fitting and a portion of the truss were recovered. The truss end
fitting for the left side beam w2s intact and attached to the beam. However, sections
of the trianguiar truss on either side o€ the left beam fitting were missing and not
recovered.

The rear engAe mount was separated with evidence of multiple rubbing
marks. The left and right engine mounts from the left engine were placed in their
respective positions relative to the left wing. Damage to the wing leading edge
indicated that the left mount had rotated abstut 30 degrees inbwdrd.
The "horse collar'' broke on both sides of the top vibration isolator
housing and at its attachment point on the nacelle. Two major pieces were
recovered and were twisted and deformed.
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Figure 4.--Engine mount diagram.
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1-23

Medical and Pathological Information

Toxicological testing on samples taken posthumously from the captain
was completed by the &..Luke's Regional Center, Sioux City, Iowa. A urine sample
tested negative €or alcohol and other major drugs of abuse. Additional testing was
completed by the Toxicology and Accident Research Laboratory of the FAA Civil
Aeronedisal Institute (CAMI). A sample of muscle fluid tested negative for
alcohol, and a samp!e of liver fluid tested negative on a drug scrzen, including major
drugs of abuse. The Iowa State Medical Examiner listed the probable cause of
death as severe traumatic injuries.
Todcoiogical testing on samples obtained posthumously from the first
officer was completed by the St. Luke's Regional Center. Urine and vitreous fluid
samples tested negative for alcohol, and the urine sample was negative on a drug
screen, including major drugs of abuse. Additional testing was completed by the
Toxicology and Accident Research Laboratory at CAMI. A unqe sample tested
negative for alcohol and major drugs of abuse. The Iowa State Medical Examiner
listed the probable cause of death as severe traumatic injuries.
1.14

Fire

Following impact, there was an intense fuel-fed, postcrash fire. No
horizontal soot ar heat patterns were found on any airplane part; however, most of
the fuselage had been consumed by fire. Airplane parts found away from the
fuselage fuel tmks exhibited no f i damage. Fuselage windows, which separated
during the impact sequence, were not heat crazed or soot damaged.
1.15

Survival Aspects

Because of the dynamics of the impact, the accident was comidered
nonsurvivable.

Two fire-fighting vehides were available at DBQ. One of them cafi.ed
150 gallons of water and 450 pounds of c;rY chemical, and the other camed
!,OOO gallons of water. Both vehicles were capable of generating fire-fighting foam.
Both vehicles were positioned on the fieid for the airplane's arrival. The airport
equipment did not move to the crash scene.
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At 1550, airport personnel requested additional vehicles and an
amb~lmcefrom the Dubuque Fire Department, 8 miles northeast of the airport. A

paramedic a.ibulance, two command vehicles and a pumper truck responded. As
the vehicles arrived, they reeeived notice over their radios that the crash sit,p was
located farther south and was being responded to by local f i departments. The
ambulance and a command vehicle then continued on to the site. A pwnper and a
tanker responded from the Key West Volunteer Fi Department (VFD). Also, a
pumper, a tanker and two rescue vehicles responded fmm La Motte VFD on local
reports of a fire at the crash site. In addition, two tankers responded from the
Bernard and Maquoketa V F D s .

1.16

Tests and Research

1.16.1

Propeller Examinations

1.16.1.1

The Left Propeller

The left propelier was attached to the engine output shaft with all eight
bolts cojlfigblred per Airworthiness Directive (AD) 83-08-01R1. A blade was
found missing from the propeller hub.' The separation point was approximately
1 inch outboard of the bottom of the hub bore for the No. 3 blade pilot tube.
The majority of the propeller spinner dome had separated from the
propeller and was not recovered; however, a small section of the spinner dome
remained with the bulkhead md was crushed between the L-1 and L-4 propeller
blades. The spinner bulkhead was attached to the propeller hub and was extensively
damaged. A portion of the bulkhead was crushed rearward between the L-2 and
L-4 blades, through the area of the missing L-3 blade.

'Ike piston and cylinder portion of the blade pitch change mechanism
separated on impact. The propeller cylinder, feathering springs and the M a rube
were recovered from the crash site as an assembly. The cyhd.?r w 3s d.ented and
buckled, and the feathering springs were paPtialIy extended. The beta mbe remained
with the cylinder spring assembly and was bent. The piston was fagmented, and
only about 25 percent of it was recovered. The E-1 and L-4 blades did not rotate in
7The prappkr b k k s will be identified in this repon by the designation, L-1.L-2. L-3,L 4 and
R-I. R-2.R-3 and R-4. The letters L and R designate the proProQelkr position on the e l a n e 4 . e . right and left, and
-1 ihrwgh 4, indicate the hhde psition on the propeller.
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their respective blade clamps, but the L-2 blade had rotated in its clamp
approximately 45 degrees toward the low pitch position. Propeller blade rotation
was determined by checking the relative position of the rotation stripe on each
blade.
The L-1 blade was relatively intact. There was moderate to heavy
scratching in random dmtions on the blade rear camber that occurred between 1/4
and In blade span. The inboard half of the leading edge sustained some nicks and
indentations, &le the trailing edge was relatively smooth. The blade bearings were
n o m l ; and removal of the blade from the hub pilot tube was not restricted.

The leadiig and trailing edges cf the L-2 blade at the tip end were
curled toward the face side of the blade, which had a smooth "S" bend toward 'the
back side of the blade. The bend started at the outboard end of the deicing boot and
krminated about 8 inches from the blade tip. There were two large gouges in the
Ieading edge with scmpes on the front side of the bkde emanating from the gouges
md moving aft and toward the hub. The scrapes form an angle of about 30 degrees
from the blade chord. The leading edge of the blade was moderately gouged and
dented throughout the span. The blade bearings were normal; however, removal of
the blade from the hub pilot ntbe was restricted.
The L-4 blade had 8 to 10 inches of the blade tip missing. The
remainder of the blade was bent forward about 30 degrees from the outboard end of
the deice boot. The missing blade tip was not recovered. There were deep
spanwise diagonal gouges (inboard to outboard) on the face of the blade traveling
from the ieading edge to the trailing edge, and from the edge of the frictured tip
about 5 inches inboard. The blade was difficult to remove from the hub pilot tube.
hn addition, there were gouges on the full span of the leading edge.

The I,-1 link a m was attached to its respective clamp and was bent
outward, and a section of the fragmented piston was attached to the arm. The cotter
pin was shared, and the link screw hole was eiongated. The L-2 and 1,-3 link arms
were not recovered. The L-2 link screw was normal but the cotter pin was sheared.
The L-4 link arm was attached to its clamp and, except for minor surface
irregularities, was not damaged.
The L-I, L-2 and L-4 blade clamps were attached to their respective
blades, and the L-3 blade clamp was missing. The counterweights were intact and
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normal on blades L-1 and L-4, and the ears on the saddle weight of the L-2
counterweight were missing.
Examination of the faces on the tip area of the L-1 and L-2 propeller
blades revealed several minute areas bearing a light green substance (similar in
appearance to zinc chromate paint) in the scratched surface of the blade? On the
L-2 blade, the scratched surface was up to 4 inches fkom the tip witti the scratches
oriented on the blade in a generally chordwise direction. X-ray energy dispersive
spectroscopy of these deposits indicated that they contained the foliowing elements
(approximately in order of decreasing peak height): carbon, oxygen, aluminum,
silicon, zinc, chromium, potassium, calcium, and titanium. Zinc and chromium are
elements found in primer for the aluminum skin of the airplane.
1.163.2

The Right Propeller

"he right propeller was properly attached to the engine output shaft
with all eight bolts configured per AD 83-08-01Rl. The propeller had sustained
extensive damage from impact bur: was mostly complete with all four blades
attached. The piston and cylinder assembly separated OR impact but was recovered
at the accident site. The right propeller spinner dome separated on impact, and only
a smail section, which was crushed hetween blades R-1 and R-4, was attached to
the propeller. The spinner bulkhead was intact but was deformed rearward between
blades R-l and R-2 and extending toward the R-3 blade.
1.16.13

Propeller Configuration

During the left and right propeller disassembly, the configuration of the
propeller was checked for conformance with the propeller's most recent and current
records. This review disclosed that model numbers, pat% numbers, and serial
numbers conformed with the information recorded in the applicable propeller
overhaul record and/or the propeller logbook and were correct fGr the installation.
1.16.1.4

Laboratory Examination of Left Propeller Hub and Blades

The components examined from the airplane's left propeller, Hartzell
model HC4347'N-SGL. were:

'Zinc chromate paint is commonly used on aircraft Structure as 3 corrosion preventative,
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Propeller hub, P/N D-3405-1,S / N CD 975, with a sepmted
hub arm.

I.

2.

3.

.

Propeller blade (Design Number LT10282N B-5.3R,
S / N H43468), blade clamp, and associated bearhgs from the
separated a
rm. This 3s the L-3 blade assembly found remote
from the impact site.
Propeller blades from the three intact arms of the hub.

The examination of the left propeller revealed that the fracture in the
separated hub ann was the result 'of a fatigue crack that initiated frorn the inside
diameter of Zhe pilot tube hole in the hub arm. Figure 5 is a drdwing of a cross
section through the hub arm of the Hartzell HC-E34 propeller, with the location of
the fracture indicated. Figure 6 is a view looking inboard on the fracmre surface on
the main portion of the propeller hub. The circumferential location of the origin area
of the fatigue crack was at the 7:30 position, looking inboard at the fracture, with
forward at the 12:OO position. This portion of the hub ann would experience
maximum tensile stresses dwhg normal operation of the propeller (forward thrust).
The axial location of the origin was about 0.028 inch outboard of the bevei on the
inboard end of the pilot tube. The fatigue cracking propagated through about
45 percent of the hub arm cross section before final fmcme occurred.
The origin area confained a large number of ratchet marks," indicative
of fatigue crack initiation from a large number of individual initiation sites. The
approximate width of the origin area was 0.33 inch.
A portion of the fracture adjacent to the fatigue origifi area contained a
distinct, semicircular, darkly discolored area that extended over a width of 0.75 inch
and to a depth of slightly less than 0.2 inch from the pilot tube hole surface. There
appeared to be two separate curvilinear initiations of fatigue cracking from the end
of the discolored fracture area. The larger initiation stemmed from ana area of the
discolored crack front closer to the 7:OO position of the hub and the other, which
was smalier, was closer to the 8:OO position. Initial fatigue cracking from these
reinitiation areas was relatively clean (not discolored); however, after a short
distance, the fracture was again discolored in thin rirlgs, after which the fatigue
9Ratchet Inarks are smail venical steps in the fracture that usually separate individual f ~ g u e
initiation siles on slightly offset planes.
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figure 5.--@rosssection of prapelier hub arm.
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crack fronts appeared to merge to a single crack front. The remaining fatigue
fracture outside these rings contained lesser amounts of discoloration with
i n c m h g distance from the origin. Examination of the fracture with a scanning
electron microscope showed that 3ome areas of the fatigue crack region outside the
darkly discolored portion contained features with an intergranular appearance
(fracturing between grains).
The surface of the pilot tube hole in the vicinity of the fatigue .crack
origin area contained general corrosion damage @riniarily in the form of corrosion
pits). However, the number of individual initiation sites was far greater than the
number of corrosion pits. A narrow gap with corrosion deposits extended between
the inboard end of the pilot tube and the inside diameter surface of the pilot tube
hole in the hub arm. m e surfabe of the pilot tube hole also contained burnished
m c M g marks." The ongin area was along one of these machining marks for a
substantial portion of its width.
Disassembly of the propeller hub revealed no evidence of bearing
damage. Measurements of the propeller hub revealed no dimensional anomalies that
might have contributed to the initiation of the fatigue crack. Inspection of the hub
revealed no indications of additional cracks. The hardness of the hub was slightly
below the hardness range specified on the hubs engineering drawing.

A metailographic evaluation of the hub material revealed that about
95 percent of the microstructure contained a somewhat feathery appearance, typical
of bainite." The remainder of the microstructure (abut 10 percent) appeared to be
martensite.'2 The size of the colonies of martensite was about the same as the size
of the intergranular features observed on the fracture face in the fatigue regions. A
thin layer of decarburization (Boss of carbon) was found on the pilot tube hole wall
surface in the hub arm.
The propeller blade that separated from the left propeller in flight was
intact and contained slight damage to the electrical deicing boot. Other than sli@t
damage associated with the boot, no mechanical damage was noted on the blade. In

"Burnishing refers t~ a rolling process that smoothes the machining marks on the hole surface.
*'A mixed microsmctunl phase that is produced when steel at an elevated temperature is cooled
quickly and held ypmperatures usually between 500 degrees Fahrenheit (F)and 700 degrees F.
A supersaturated solid-splution that is produced when see! at an elevated temperame is
cooled quickly to temperatures below about 400 degrees F.

?
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particular, the leading and' trailing edges of the.blade showed no signs of contact
with any solid object,
1.16.2

Recorded Radar Information

The Chicago ARTCC recorded voice and radar data for portions of the
fight of N86SD. ?he data show that N86SD was cruising at 24,000 feet about 10
nautical miles (nmi) 'west of MIHAL intersection, Illinois, at a ground speed of
about 215 knots and a ground track of about 295 degrees me (T). The ground track

changed to about 270 T. The airplane began descending at about 4,500 feet per
minute (fpm) followed by the pilot reporting a decompression of the airplane. 'Ihe
rate of descent remained constant to 9,000 feet. From 7,CKKl feet to 2,700 feet
where radar coverage was lost, the descent rate was constant at about 900 fpm.

Air traffic controllers providing vectors to intercept the ILS course to
runway 31 at DBQ told the pilot that he was intercepting the course, and asked for a
confirmation of the course interception. The pilot reported intercepting the localizer
course to m w a y 31 with, "That's affirm." At that time, the airplane was about
4,OOG feet msl, about 3,000 feet below the glideslope. Subsequently, the airplane
ground track deviated about 30 degrees to the left of the localizer course, although
the descent rate remained at about 900 fpm.
Eetween the time that the airplane passed 2,700 feet and the time of the
pilot's a11 of "1,980 feet" about 1550:37, the descent rate would have been around
700 feet per minute (fpm). In addition, a descent rate of about 200 fpm would be
consistent with the airplane passing the witnesses who were about 4 miles and
2 miles, respectively, southeast of the crash site.
1.16.3

Fuel Analysis

Analysis of the fuel recovered from the tip tanks indicated that the fuel
in both tanks had densities, particulate contaminant concentrations, and lost volume
percentages (during the distillation tests) that were within established specifications
for an airplane fuel sample.
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1.17

Additional Information

1.17.1

South Dakota DOT Aviation Services Section Information

The aviation sewices section is under the Division of Air, Rail and
Transif. within the South M o t a DOT. The captain involved in the accident was
the section m g e r and chief pilot, and he performed scheduling, coordination and
internal accounting for the section, in addition to his flying duties.
The section's primary function was to transport the Governor of South
Dakota in his travels on state business. Transpomtion was provided for other
personnel on state business after the Governor's needs were met. The Governor's
requirements were relayed via internal electronic mail from his office to the captain,
in itinerary format, indicating the Governor's first and last appointment at a
destination. Communication between the captain and the Governor's staff resolved
travel time and selected appropriate departure times.

Q)

The section occupied an office in the DOT building ncxt to the state
capitol building. A hangar at the Pierre Airport housed the section's airplanes, the
mechanic's office, and the pilots' flight planning room. The planning mom contained
terminals for access to a commercial weather and flight planning service, Kavouras
Weather System, and to the FAA-sponsored DUATS (direct user access teminal
system) for weather, NOTAMs [Notice to Airmen], and flight pian filing. The pilots
had access to a flight service station in the airport terminal building.
The section's Wl-time personnel were three pilots (iclEding the
manager), a mechanic, and a secretary. Two additional pilots were und,-r contract
to DOT as part-time first officers in the MU-2 when full-time pilots were not
scheduled in both pilot seats. One of the part-time pilots also worked as a second
mechanic when he was not flying.
The airplanes used were N86SD and a PA-34. The latter is a twin,
piston-engine airplane with a capacity for six people, including the pilot. The
full-time pilots routinely flew both airplanes. The section's mechanic, who holds an
airline transport pilot certificate, has flown as first officer in N86SD on occasion.
A memorandum of Ncvember 25, 1987, from the South Dakota
Secretary gf Transportation established a policy that two-pilot flightcrews is
required for passenger flights in the MLJ-2; the pilot-in-command (PIC) must have
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completed fonnal training in the MU-2; and the second pilot must have completed a
study of the airplane manual and a flight check by the chief pilot.
The pilots divided cockpit duties accordmg to seat position. The PIC
occupied the left seat and manipulated the flight controls while the second piiot was
responsible for mLio communications, systems operation, and thc exeeution of
checklists by the challenge-and-response method. The duties for the respective
positions were delineated in an internal document entitled, "Co-Pilot Syllabus."
When two pilots wf~oqualified as PIC made a trip together, they dtexnated as PIC
on successive legs, exchanging seats between landing and subsequent takeoff.
Pilots recorded flight time, passenger names wth departmental
affiliation, and fuel purchases on a form labeled, "Daily Flight Record and Load
Manifest" The captain used the form to record airplane utilization and operating
expenses. He allocated expenses to various state agencies based on the passenger
miles flown by their personnel. The section did aot maintain records of individual
pilots' flight time. Pilots maintained personal flight logs and kept them at home or in
their offices.
Maintenance discrepancies were handled by verbal briefing to the
mechanic or by annotating the Daily Flight Record. The pilots interviewed
described the airplane as well maintained and without recurring or deferred
discrepancies.

1.17.1.1

Aviation Services Section Training

Each of the three full-time pilots had formal initial and interval
refresher training as PIC in the MU-2. Their trainiig was obtained at Right Safety
International (FSI), Houston, Texas. The section's mechanic attended maintenance
trainiig on the airplane at FSI and at the engine manufacturer. FSI is the airframe
manufacturer's designated training site for the model.
The accident pilots last attended mining from December 14 through
16, 1992. Each pilot obtained recumncy checks as PIC that were conducted in a
flight simulator. They attended initial training in model in 1983 and refresher
training since that time, usually together at 6-month intervals. Both pilots had flight
instruction in the accident airplane in 1983 that included emergency descents,
engine failures in various flight regimes, and single-engine instrument approaches.
Singleengine flight was simulated by reducing one engine to zero thrust. The same
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tube into the hole to a specified depth. A propeller blade is then inserted onto a
portion of the pilot tube that extends out of the hub arm. me inbard end of the
blade is then clamped to the flange on the outboard end of the hub arm.
During operation, mast o€ the bending loads on the blade are passed to
the hub through the pilot tube. "he centrifugal loads and some bending loads on the
blade are passed to the hub through the clamp.
1.17.2.2

Normal Loads

During flight (high h s t conditions), the loads on each propelle- blade
can be divided into three types: radial outward loads from the centrifugal motion,
loads in the a c t i o n opposite of rotation from drag, and loads in the forward
direction from thrust. For the hub arms,the centrifugal loads dominate, resulting in
tensile stresses througiiout the
portion of the hub arms where thc fatigue
fractures occurred. The thrust and drag loads on the blades introduce bending
stresses into the hub arms. These knding loads would be expected to m c m e the
tension in the aft and leadL?g edge sides of the hub a
r
m
s
,and to decrease the tension
in the forward and trailing edge sides of the arms. During reverse thrust conditions,
there is a load in the aft direction on the blade. This would result in an increase in
the tension in the forward and leadmg edge sides of the hub arms, and a decrease in
the tension in the aft and trailing edge sides of the hub arms.

In addition to the steady state loads described above, the propeller
blades are also subject to a vibratory load r e f e d to as the " P factor. The
frequency of the "Pe factor loads is once per revolution of the propeller, and these
lo& arise from the fact that the plane of the propeller is usually slightly tilted to the
incoming wind during flight. This tilt results irl slightly different amounts of thrust
for a given blade in different portions of the plane of revolution.
While the cirplane is on the ground or taxiing, there is little or no thrust
on the propeller blades, and the propdler is rotating slower than in flight. This
results in reduced centrifugal loading of the hub arms and, usually, minimal
vibratory loads because of the minimal thrust.
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1.173

Certification of KC-B4 Propeiier for MU-2B Application

The original models of the MU-2B airplane were assembled by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., in Japan and exported to the United States as
essentially complete airplanes. The axtifiation and issuance of a Type Cemficate
for these models was accomplished under the provisions of Civil Aviation
Regulation (CAR) Pmt 10, dated March 28, 1955. This regulation authGiized the
U.S. Federal Aviation Agency to accept the fmdmgs of compliance made by Japan's
Civil Airworthiness Authority with requirements that provided an equivalent level of
safety to the airworthiness requirements of U.S. CAR Part 3 and specified special
conditions that qplied at the time of Certification. The Type Certificate for the
original MU-2B was approved November 4, 1965. All subsequent models of the
MU-2B that were approved under this Type Certificate were equipped with 3blade$! Hartzell HC-B3 propellers.

0

The later models of the MU-2B, including all of those with 4-bladed
Hartzell HC-B4 prope!lers, were assembled as complete airplanes in the Uniteti
States. A separate Type Certificate was issued for these airplanes and the
certification basis was CAW Part 3 plus special conditions. The aFplicable
regulation pertaining to propeller vibration was CAR 3.417, which stated, m part:

In the case of propellers with metal blades or other highly stressed
metal compomnts, the magnitude of the critical viblation stresses
under all normal conditions of operation shall be determineti by
actual measurements or by comparison with similar installations for
which such measurements have been made. The vibration stresses
thus determined shall not exceed values which have been
demonstrated to be safe for continuous operation. Vibration tests
may be waived and the propeller installation accepte6 on the basis
of service experience, engine or ground tests which show adzquate
margins of safety, or other considerations which satisfactorily
substantiate its safety in this respect.

The cextification criteria for propeller vibration remains essentially
unchanged today in the airworthiness requirements of 14 CFR 23.907.

Q

To comply with the airworthiness requirements. the propeller
manufacturer must consider during design and subsequentiy demonstrate the
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vibration characteristics of &e propeiler assembly to assure that re-t
frequencies that can prodrnce critical vibratitm stresses do no? occur within
nomd operating range for which the propeller is intended tn be wed. Bne of the
known vibration modes that must be considered is that which can be e x p r i e d
when a crosswind or tailwind component acts on the blades as they revolve during
p u n d operations. The changes in the wind force on the propeller blades, bemuse
of the proximity to the airplane’s wing. excite the blade vibration. In the case of 4bladed propellers, pairs of opposite blades vibrate in phase w i ~ %one pair vibmting
forward while the other pifir vibrates aft. Such vibration pesuli?, in peverse ber;ding
stresses irn the blade and hub arms with little or no dative motion or vibmion of &e
mounting flange because the resulting motion of the blrdes is balanced on the
propeller shaft. This is t
e
d
.
the “reactionless” mode of vibration and is
pazticularly insidious because the pilot may be unaware of the propeller vibration.
W k n in the reactionless mode condition, each blade and hub arm experiences two
cycles of vibration for each revolution of the propeiler.
During the certification nf the Hartzell HC-B.1 proplkr instaliation ofi
the MU-2B model airplanes, ground testing was accomplished bo identify possible
reactionless mode conditions. ?his was done by using another airplane to blow a
quartering tailwind across Lhe rear face of the propeller blades on an instrumented
propeller assembly to attempt to excite the blades into the reactionless mode
condition. Wind speeds of 20 to 25 knots were used to determine the stress levels
and engine spezd range at which the propeller reactionless mode occurred. The
testing was accomplished by Hartzell Propeller and Mitsubishi personnel at the
Mitsubishi factory in San Angelo, Texas, in 1976.
During these certification tests, Hartzelf identified a reactionless mode
of vibration with peak stresses occurring at a propeller speed of 1,079 RPM. The
result of the investigation of vibratory stress levels of Haltzell model HC-EM
propeller mounted on the MU-2B airplane was described in a Hartzell engineering
report dated August 21, 1976. The testing upon which this engineering report was
Sased was accomplished using newly manufactured propeller bhdes. The Safety
Board did nat find evidence that tests were repeated using propeller blades altered
to conform with the minimum dimensions specified in the repair limit criteria
contained in the Propeller Maintenance Manual produced by HartzelI for the HC-FM
propeller. The report was approved by the FAA and was provided to Misubishi to
support the celtifcation of the aircraft. The report contained the restriction ahat
“continuous operation on the ground below 1,145 RPM (72% of engine RPM) is
prohibited.“
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By tailoring adjustments to %he erigine fuel control setrings and
propeller pitch stop limits, the n i i n i w n engine speed for the airplane with the
power conm3 and propeller conditioning levers ai the ground idle position was
l M k d to l,i45 W M . Thus, operation at the reactionless -wde speed of 1,Q79
W M is -?voided except for ?he momentary acceleratio.~ and deceleration
encountered during engine stat and shutdown.

In addttim to those tests to determine the reactionless mode VibhatiQII
chamxeristics, the airplane/pro@er certification tests condccted in 1975 included
flight tests to determine the stress levels for maneuvers usually performed by a
n
o
d category cDHporate use airplane. The tests hciuded in-flight engine
shutdown and starlup, negative toque sensing procedures and feathering and
unfeahring of the propeller. The airplane was flown at different weights for m
s
ie
&2d c l ~ conditions
b
that wonld normally be seen i.1service. The airplane propeller
was also bested at high bank angles and yaw angles. Flight strain vibration data
were nneasured. The testing indicated t h t &ZIT were no stresses in the propeller
that wodd -quire restrictions or life limits on the propel!er design installation.
The Type Certificate for the MW-2B-6Qequipped with Hartzell HC-B4
propellers was approved on March 2,1978.
1.17.4

Woducrion History and Other Applications of HC-B4 Propellers

Mameil has provided the Safety Board with the following infomtion
relative to the production of %neHC-B3,4 and 5 biade model propellers:

Production of the %blade hub began in 1963. The 4-blade propeller
hub was ceptificated on April 27,1471.
There have been 26,423 hubs produced for 3-bladed propellers, 5,212
units €or 4-bladed propellers, and 1,114 units for 5-bladed propellers, for a total of
32,749 units.

On three occasions, Hartzell made changes in the manufactllring
process of its steel propeller hubs. "he f i t change occurred on January 27, 1981,
when the heat treatment was changed from an a ~ s t e m p e h g 'treatment
~
designed to

an -h

13.4n austempaing h a m
u
n
e
n
t involvs quenching the see! from an elevated tempenture 10
ternprra~wof about 5ooo F IO 7500 F ani holding to transform the steel lo bainite.
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produce a bainitic micmstmcture to a quenched and tempered treatment designed to
produce a tempered martensitic microstructure. The second change occurred in
December 1982. At this time, changes were made to the quenching and tempering
processes. The third changc occurred in April 1984.. Prior to th&t date, final
machining of the hub and burnishing of the pilot tube holes in the hub m s were
performed prior to heat treatment. After that date, the pilot tube holes were final
machined and burnished after the heat treatment.
Production of the 4-bladed propellers is as folfows:
Initial production up to January 27, 1981, was 2,071 units.
Producmn from January 27, 1981, to December 13, 1982, was
752 units.
Production from December 13, 1982, to present was 2,389 wits.

Hartzeli HC-B4 model propellers are installed on :%e following
airplanes:
Mode1

Number of Aimlanes

Beech F90 King Air
Beech AIOO, AlOOA (U-21F King Air)
Beech BlOO King Air
Beech 300,300LW
Beech B300, B300C, Super King Air 350
Beech 1900, 19OGC Airliner
deHavilland ST-27B Saunders
Let L-4 1OA Turbolet
Casa C-212-CB,-CC,-CF
brnier D0228-100, -101, 1200, -201,
-202, -212
Fairchild SA226-T(B) Merlin IIlB
Mitsubishi MU-2B-26A,-36A,-4-,-60
Mitsubishi MU-2B-30 (STC)
Shorts SC-7 series 3, variant 200
-:
Estimated
Estimated

237
155
137
243
95
245
Urhown

Unlcaown
About 200
About 200
124
289
Unknown
Unknown
1,925 airplanes
3,850 propellers
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Accordkg to data provided by Hamell for the MU-ZE fleet equipped
with 4bladed pmpelIers, approximately 30 percenr of the fleet for which data are
I6out of a popdaFion of 216 (estimated)] has accrued 4,008or more total
available6
operating horn on the propellers.

1.175

Previous Iiiartzell Prope!ler Blade Failures

A review of Hartzeil, Mitsubishi, and Garrett records, and FAA
Service Difficulty Reports, revealed that Hartzeli HC-B3T (3-bladed) and HC-l34T
(4-bladed) propeller blades (as opposed to propelier hubs) had failed on IO
occasions prior to &e N86SD accident. One failure occurred OR a Dornier 228.
three failures occurred on Swearingen Metro ns, three failures occarred on
Milsubishi MU-~B-WS,and t h e failures occurred on other models of the MU-TB.
Haazell amibuted the blade failures to corrosion.

1.17.6

Breviaus Failure of a Marhell HC-B4 Propeller Hub

1.17.6.1

!jeptember 27,1991, Accident

In an accident on September 27. 1991, in Utica. New York, another
MU-2B-60 airplane experienced a fracture of one of the propeller hub arms on the
right prupeller, which was a Hamell model H@-B4. In this accident, a right
propeller hub failed and released one black. This blade, or a piece of anorher
damaged blade, pierced the fuselage. The engine mounts did not fail completely,
and the engine remained aligned with the relative wind.
The propeiier
autofeathered. According to the pilot. he could not arrest his descent after the hub
faifure and autonomous engine shutdown. and he was "just barely" able to reach the
runway at Utica.
Meaaflurgicai examination of the broken hub at the Safety Board's
Materials Iabratory revealed that the fracture was the result of fatigue cracking
that initiated from multiple initiation sites on the surface of the hole for a pilot tube.
me longitudinal location of the origin area was in the same position as the Zwingle
accident hub (near the inboard end of the pilot tube),but the circumferential location
of the wigin area was at the 2:O position. approximately diametrically opposite
from ehe origin arra of the Zwingie accident hub. The origin area and the fatigue
crack fracture surface was darkly discolored through to the outside surface of the
hub. Spiral scratches, possibly created during burnishing of :;he pilot tube hole.
were found on the. surface of the hole in the vicinity of the origir! area. The hub was
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manufactured in 1977, and its microstructure was found to be a mixiure of
and apparently martensite, s i m i i to the microstructure on the separated Zwingk
accident hub. Cornsion pitting was aiso found on the surface of the pilot tube hole
in the h
u
b arm. However, the fatigue initiation sites could no? be traced to specifc

c o r r o s i o n pits.

1.17.6.2

Resulting Safety Board Recommendations

‘Ihr Safety Board issrted three safety recommendations on August f3,
1992, after the HC-B4T propeller hub failure on the MU-2843 on September 27,
1991, in Utica, New Yo&. The airplane was climbing through 19,800 feet when the
pilot felt a strong vibration, followed shortly by a loud bang. After landing safely, ip
was discovered that one of four arms of the propeller hub for the right engine had

separated, releasing a propeller blade in flight. Severe vibration resulted in pmiai
separation of the right engine nacelle from the engine truss mounts. The airplane
had accumulated 4,805 operating hours when the failure occurred. The faiied
propeller hub had accumulzted 4,469 operating hours at that time. The three safety
recommendations werc addressed to the FAA and are as foilows:
A-92-8 1
kve!op, with the assistance of Hartzell Propeller, Incorporated, a
nondestructive inspection technique capable of detecting hub arm
cracks stemming from the inside diameter surface of the hub arm at
the approximate location of the inserted end of the pilot tubes on
Hartzell model HC-B4 propeller hubs, and issue m airwonhimless
directive reqdiring that HC-IB4 hubs with 3,000 hours or m o be
~
inspected using this technique the next time the propeller assemsly
is overhauled for any reason, or a! the next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever is first.
A-92-82
Determine, based on the results of the Inspections recprested in
Safety Recommendation A-?2-81, if the hub a m s on Hartzell
model HC-B4 propeller hub. with 3,OOO hours or more should be
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inspected at periodic intervals. If such inspections are warranted,

issue an airworthiness directive, as appropriate, requiring periodic
inspectiOnS.
.A-92-83
Determine if Hartzell model HGB3 and -B5 propeller hubs, based
on similariry of desia and fabrication processes with the HC-B4
propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking in the hub m s . If
such inspections are warranted, issue an airworthiness directive, as
appropriate, requiring periodic inspections.
Commurnications between the FAA and the Safe9 Board concerning
these safety recomndations are contained in appendix C. Following the Zwingle
accident, Hartzell attempted to develop an inspection method that would be capable
rm. No method studied
of detecting cracks that initiate from the interior of the hub a
was capable of detecting such cracks unless the pilot tubes were remwed.
1.17.7

FAA Actions Foliowing the Zwingle, Iowa, Accident

On April 28, 1993, the FAA issued AD 93-09-04 concerning Hamell
Model HC-B4TN-5 propellers installed on MU-2B-60 airplanes. The purpose of
the AD was "to prevent fatigue cracks in propeller hub arm assemblies progressing
to failure, resulting in departure of the hub arm and blade, and that may result in
engine separation and subsequent loss of aircraft c0ntrc.l...." It required that the
propeller hubs on all MU-2B-60 airplanes be magnetic particle inspected with the
pilot pubes remoJed. The AD required that the inspection be repeated at 6OO-how
inkrValS.

On June 10, 1993, the FAA issued AD 93-12-01. This ,4Dextended
the provisions of AD 93-09-04 to Hartzell model HC-R4TNJ propellers instailed
on other MU-2B airplanes (the -26A, -36A, and -4QA versions). (See append= E
for copies of these two ADS).
Hartzell has reported that as of October 13, 1993, a total of 373 hubs
from MU-2B airplanes have been inspected per ADS 93-09-04 and 93-12-01. This
number represents 79 percent of the U.S. fleet of hubs used on MU-28 series
airplanes and includes nearly all of the hubs in service on MU-2B-60 airplanes.

I
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1.17.8

[

Results sf Postaccident Hub Inspections

As a ~ s u l of
t corripiiance with AD 93-09-04, propeller hubs on MU2B-60 airplanes were subjected to magnetic partkle inspection (MPI) with the pilot
tubes removed. Dluring these inSpeCFiQnS, another hub was found with a cracked
arm. The propeller was de!ivered to the airplane manufacturer in 1979 and was
overhauled in 1985. The operating time at this overhaul could not be determined.
ahere were 4,121 hours accumulated since ;he 1985 overhaui. This propeller was
received at Hztzell for a hub inspecti011with the latest style blades installed. It was
reported that the blades from this hub WEE reinstalled on a new hub when the
propiler was reassembled.

This new hub, Serial No. 0 - 9 8 9 , was made prior to the heat
t m m e n t change in 1981. Both the circumferential and longitudinal locations of the
crzck were the same as the origin area of the fatigue crack OR the hub from the.
Zwingle accident. This crack was broken open and found to be 0.48 inch wide
circumferentiaily and 0.12 inch deep. Tne presence of surface discontinuities at the
o5gin area of the crack could not be verifed because the hole dimeter surface had
been machined to an approximate 0.017-inch larger diameter to facilitate the
mandated inspection of the hub.
Following the Zwingle accident, Hartzell gathered information
concerning the condition of the pilot &be hole surface on r ~ a n yother Hartzelt 3-, 4-,
and 5-biaded steel propeller hubs. Most of these hubs had corrosion damage,
including some with severe corrosion pitting. Many of the hubs had scratches or
machining marks 3f some type. During the postaccident-mandated inspections of 4bladed hubs on MU-2B airplanes, two hubs had to be scrapped because they
contained deep machining grooves in the piiot tube hole waI1.
The metauogrdphic examinations of the broke9 hub from the Zwingle
accident, the broken hub from the Utica accident, the hub found to contain a crack,
and the examination of thee additional hubs, which were made using the same heat
treatment process, indicate that the mixture of bainiaic and martensitic
rnicrostmctures is typical for hubs made using the ausaempering heat treatment.
Hubs made using this pre-198 1 heat treatment process are used on a wide variety of
airplanes olhe: than the MW-2B-60.
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1.17.9

-

Postaccident Hub Tests Vibration and Stress Survey

Following the Zwingle accident, Hamell conducted ground and flight
tests with an instrumented propeller hu'a, in an attempt to quantify more precisely
the operating stresses in the propeller hub. Strain gauges were placed in various
I~ca?ionsalong the inside diameter surface of the pilot tube hole. The strain gauges
could not be placed directly at the fracture origin location because of the presence of
the press-fit pilot tube at this location. The closest strain gauges we= just inboard
of the iaboard end of the pilot tube. Consequently, a finite element analysis model'4
was used to project the stresses measured at the strain gauge locations to the plane
of the fractllre. The Ipartzell analysis showee that the stress is concentrated in the
area of fracture plane (near the inbard end of the pilot tube) but that the stress level
is relatively small for all normal operating conditions. The testing also confiied
that the reactionless mode of vibration would normally occur below the minimum
ground idle RE" of 72 percent of full RPM. The reactionless mode of propeller
vibration was known to be excited by an aft quartering wind while the airplane was
on the ground.

The postaccident testing that Hartzell performed indicated that the
resonant frequency of the reactionless mode can increase to within the norma1
ground operarhg RPM range for the MU-2B when the propeller contains worn or
repaired blades. H a m i l found that the blades from the hub involved in the Utica
accident had been overhauled and that the tips of the blades were subsmtially
thiier than new blades but within the repair manual limits for removal of material.
Removal of material from the tips of the blades will cause the resonant frequency of
the blades to increase, tkreby causing the resonant frequency of the reactionless
mode to increase. Harm4 produced four blades simulating the condition of the
blades from the Utica propeller and used these blades in their postaccident testing.
The testing showed that the resonant fxquency Qf the reactionless inode using these
blades increased to a point above 1,145 RPM, the minimum ground idle speed,
thereby creating the possibility that the reactionless mode could occur during ground
operations.
Two of the propeller blades that were replaced during the earlier
AD-directed blade change were alsrJ tested by Hartzell. These tests revealed that
the reactionless mode resonant frequency of the blades was also above the minimum
14A finite element analysis is il cozlputer model for analyzing [he s u e s distribution in a

component.
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ground idie speed for the MU-2B. According to the propeller bgbook, these blades
were removed from the hub after 4,344 hours of operation.
Hartzell has generated a listing of the margin between the resonant
frequency of the reactionless mode of vibration and the placarded RPM range for
different combmatiom of Hamell steel propeller h u h and airplane models. This
listing shows that the Mu-2B series airplane has the least margin (a difference of
66 RPM) of those listed.
The sha-$ of propeller blades is controlled at regularly spaced blade
stations. At each ovehaul, the thickness and shape of the blade must conform to
minimum requirements at these stations. The Hartzell testing demonstrated that an
increase in the resonant frequency of the reactionless mode of vibration will occur
when material is removed only from the tip portion of the blade. Therefore, a
relatively large distance from the tip of the blade to the nearest blade station would
allow a larger area from which material could be lost without causing the blade to be
rejected when it is inspected during overhaul. Hartzell has also generated a listing
of the spanwise length of the blade adjacent to the tip over which the blade contour
is not controlled. T h i s distance is greater for blades on the MU-213 series airplanes
than for any other application listed, which allows for more margin of metal removal
that can result in an increase in the resonant frequency of the reactionless mode to a
point where it occurs during ground idle conditions.
The strain gauge measurements generated by Hamell during its testing
of the reactionless mode of vibration were projected to the plane of the fracture
u s i g the finite element analysis model. HartzeBI indicated that the derived cyclic
stress in 5- to 15-knot, 15- to 25-knot, 25- to 35-knot, and 35- to 45-knot quartering
tail winds were +/-8,645, +/-10,830, +/-12,614, and +/-15,525 psi, respeceively.
The steady state stress was 14,350 psi in all wind conditions. HartzeeII also
indicated that wind conditions higher than 35 to 45 knots woliid cause the
reactionless mode stresses to increase. In comparison, during normal takeoff md
flight operations, the stresses derived by Hartzell from flight testing varied,
depending on conditions, with the highest mean stress king takeoif rotation
(21,Wpsi +/- 3,295 psi) and the highest cycIic stress being at cruise (17,400 psi
+/-4,931 psi). Unusual conditions in normal flight regimes were also derived and
found to be 19,650 psi +/- 8,Q43psi. Testing conditions did not involve turbulence
or gusting winds that Hartzell believes will increase these stresses.

The steady state {mean) stresses derived fi-0111the reactionless mode
testing was always less than that occurring under normal flight conditions. This is
because of the minimal threast loads on the blades and the fact that the RPM of
ground idle is lower than that of normal flight. All stresses measured or analytically
determined for normal operation and the reactionless mode were below those that
would produce fatigue cracking in a hub that has normal fatigue properties for the
Inakedl.

1.P7.10

Air Traffic Control

Ll7.lO.P

Procedures

Paragraph 10-1, d, FAA Air Traffic Control handbook 7110.65,states
that "because of the infinite variety of possible emergency situations, specific
procedures cannot be prescribed. However, when you believe an emergency exists
or is imminent, select and pursue a course of action which appears to be most
appropriate under the circumstances and which most nearly conforms to the
instructions in this manual."
Paragraph 10-22, Emergency Airport Recommendation, states that
weather conditions, among other items, should be considered "when recommending
an emergency airport."

1.17.10.2

Small Airport Information Available to Controllers

!.

The air traffic control sector in which the decompression occurred was
called the Coton High sector. This sector controls airplanes at and above flight :eve!
240. Small airports are not normally depicted on the radar map used for high
sectors. However, the controller woiking the sector (manual) position reported that
to assist the radar controller, she depressed the sector 'boundary bullon to bring up
additional airports that are not normally displayed on the radar screen. CWI was
then displayed, as well as DBQ and MLI. Additional h€ormation can be obtained
on a specific airport by the controller by typing the ietters "A" (meaning "airport
information") into the computer, then placing the cursor over the airport symbol on
the screen and pressing the "enter" key.
Information such as airport elevation, UNICOM frequency, pilotcontroled lighting capability, runway surface, longest runway, nearest navigation
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aid, and prixnaq navigation aid, appear on a small display adjacent to the radar
screen. m s additionai available infomation was not brcught up by.&e controller
involved inthis airborne emergency.

To obtain a specific weather sequence report, the radar controller must
call up the sequence via a keyboard so that it is displayed on the CRD." Only one
sequence at a t h e can be displzyed. If the sequence report is updated with a new
report, the updated Aramatio~is then displayed, replacing the old idormation. E
the radar controller rxeives anotber message (nor necessarily related to weather) on
the radar CRD,the message replaces the sequence report OR the CRD screen.
The sector (manual) cantroller aiso has a CRD. At his position, the
sector controller can also call up only one weather sequence report at a time.
However, this sequence report will remain in a dedicated psition on the display
screen and will not be displaced by another message until a request is made to
display another weather sequence r
e
p
o
r
t
. If the xquence report is updated, this
information is automatically displayed.

The only other means to dispky a sequence report at a radar or sector
controller position is for a controlier to q a e s t that a flight progress strip be printed,
to place that strip in a strip ho:der, and to put it in a strip bay. Only me sequence
report can be displayed on an individual strip. However, several strips could be
displayed, each with a separate weather sequence report on it. Periodic requests
would have to be made to keep the infomztion current, since there is no automatic
update.
The supervisor of each area in the ARTCC a l s ~has a computer
terminal (part of the Meteorological Weather Processor) available that is capable of
displaying weather sequence reports. The computer is Rot located near individual
sectors for the immediate use by controllers. The Center Weather Service Unit
meteorologist was also available in the radar control room to assist in weather
mattes. His equipment is also not located near t
k individual sector con&olkr
areas.
" C R D s are cathode ray tubes located on the display consola that provide controllers with
various messages concerning air Waic matters. Incoming infomation can either be requested by the controllers or
will appear on the Screen automatinicadly. Tbe main CRD is located between the snip bays in front of rhe manual

conmller.
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2. ANALYSIS

zs

Genera!

The Safety Board determined tlat the airplane was being maintained
znid flown by State of South Dakota personnel in accordance with procedures that
we= appEcable at the time of the accident. No stmcturai anomalies cr systems
malhctions were discovered in the wreckage (other than the missing propeller
blade and damaged left engine mount), and no evidence of &re in flight was found.
The Sdety Board could not &tennine whether pieces of propeller blade injured
anyone zboard N86SD. Although the flightcrew's specific raaio cail for an
mbulaunce m y have meant that an injury had occumd, the cail could have also
ken because of the decompression, or because the fiightcrew expected difficulties
during lading. Lastly, the severe weather in the Illkois/Iowa area, causing the
n
af NWSD, had no effect on the accident scquence of events,
flight ~ l a Seeviatioras
although the low c e i h g in the DBQ m a did play a role in the outcome of the
accident.
Following the propeller blade loss, the combination of the loss of
engine power, t!e increased drag from external sheet metal damage, and the
increased drag from the canted engine nacelle and propeller blades caused airplane
control difficulties that prevented &e flightcrew fro= arresting the descent. The
c a t a ~ t r ~ p hconsequences
k
of the accident were the result of the controlled descent
of the airplacae in low visibility conditions that eventually precluded an evasive
maneuver to avoid coilision with the silo.
2.2

Analysis 5f the Hub Arm
The Safety Board determined that the separation of one of the four

propeller hub arms of the ieft propeller was Liie result of fatigue cracking that
initiated from multiple initiation sites on the inside diameter surface of the hole for 'a
pilot tub. In attempting to determine the cause of the cracking on the left propeller
hub from the Zwingle accidene, the Safety Board took into consideration information
obtained on the broken hub from the Utica, New York, accident on September 27,
1991, md the hub that was fowd to contain a crack Luring the inspections
mandated after the Zwingle accident. Er, addition, the Safety Board gathekd
infomation conceming the operating stresses on the hub and its vibration
characteristics.

. ..
. .ili.&"

The broken hub involved in the Utica accident was also from an
MU-2B-60 airplane. The cracking on this hub was similar to the hub involved krl the
Zwingle accident because it initiated from multiple initiation sites on the inside
diameter surface of the hole for a pilot tube. Although the longitudinal locaticn of
the origin area was in the same position as the Zwingle hub (near the inboard end of
the pilot tube), the circumferential location of the origin area of the cracking in the
Utica hub was at the 2O
: O position, appmximately diametrically opposite the origin
area on the ZwhgIe hub.
The cracked hub found during the mandated inspections was also from
an MU-2B-60 airplane. The circumferential and longitudinal locatiom of the crack
were the same as the origin a m of the fatigue crack on the hub from the Zwingle
accident.

The Safety Board believes that the discolored portions of the fatigue
cracks in the Utica and Zwingle hubs are regions where the crack is growing slowly,
allowing time for corrosion to occur. Beyond the discoloEd portions, the cracks
wert growing fast enough that corrosion did not have sufkient time to discolor
the%&portions of the fracture. It is possible that propagation was occurring with
each revolution of the propeller in the areas beyond the discolored portions of the
fractures. The propagations would be attributable to the cyclic loads that occur as a
result of blade angle-of-attack changes as the blade rotates (P-factor).

The investigation into the cause of the fatigue crack in the hub from the
left propeller from tke Zwbgle accident uncovered several mechanical and
metallurgical factors that can contribute to the initiation of the cracking. These
factors included the microstrucmlre of the hub, scratches or machining marks at the
origin area, decarburization of the surface from wkich the fatigue crackiig initiated,
and extensive corrosion in the bore of the hub. Because of these factors, the Safety
Board believes that the hub was sensitive to crack initidrim Once a crack initiates,
it is very likely that it will propagate to a critical size unless detected during
inspection.
The core hardness of the hub was qlighily lower than the specitTed
hardness range. This reduced hardness would have only a minor effect on the
overall strength of the part. Because the core hardness is not representative of the
su&~ce hardness, it is not a factor in the initiation of the fatigue cracking.

B
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The SafetyBoard also learned that the reactionless mode of vibration
may have- subjected the hub to higher-than-expected stresses. The factors that m y
have contributed to the initiation of the cracking are discussed in the following

sections.
2.2.1

Surface Discontinuities and Metallurgical Factors

The Safety Board determined that the broken hubs from the Zwingle
and Utica accidents had surface discontinuities (scratches or machiming marks) on
the pilot tube hole surface in the vicinity of the origin areas. Examinations of other
Harkell steel propeller hubs indicated that these scratches or machining marks may
be typical of a large number of hubs. The Safety Board believes that these scratches
and machining marks can act as stress raisers and can cause fatigue cracking to
initiate at levels of loading less than theoretical for the material.
The mixed microstructure (bainite and martensite) found on hubs made
prior to the heat treatment chanse in i981 (including the two broken and one
cracked hubs) would be expected to have lower fatigue properties than either a pure
bainitic or martensitic microstructure. The mixed microstructure indicates that the
bainitic transformation was not complctn on heat treatment to produce a uniform
homogeneous structure. After austenitizing at 1,550 degrees F, the part is to be
quenched to 690 degrees F, which is above the martensitic transformation
temperatlrre. The part is supposed to be held at this temperature for a sufficient time
until austenite transforms completely to bainite. However, if not held in the quench
media for a long enough period, some retained austenite will remain in the structure.
This retained austenite can then transform to martensite when the part is cooling to
room temperamre after the 690-degrees F quench. Martensite results in a volume
expansion of the material that can produce residual stresses in the part. Such
residual stresses can be tensile at the surface contributing to premature fatigue
initiation.
Because the size and relative magnitude of what appeared to be
martensitic colonies in the microstructure were approximately the same as the size
and magnitude of the intergranular features on the fracture surface, the Safety Board
believes that these features are related. The presence of sporadic regions containing
intergranular features in a fatigue fracture of 4340 steel is unusual, and the Safety
Board believes that this may be a sign of embrittled or weakened material at grain
boundaries. The extensive preaccident corrosion and rubbing on the fracture

prevented a detemimtion of the presence of similar intergranular features at the
origin of the fatigue C I X ~ ~ I ~ .
The Safety Board also found dec&urimaion dong tile pi.:ot tube hole
that would reduce the fatigue properties of the steel. &c&urizaatiorr ,%cursd h g
heat ireament when the surface of the part is exposed to an oxidifig atmosphere at
high temperatures. Carbon is partially depleted at the surface as it combines with
the oxygen. The decarburized layer, being much sofier and weaker than the
mderlying material, is more susceptible to fa&ipec ~ c initiation.
k
The manufacturing process that was used prior to 1984-called for fina!
machinhg the pilot tube %
r
e prior 10 heat treatmehit, Therefore, any
dem-burizatiofalayer faat was produced during heat treaiment of a hub made before
1384 would not be removed by subsequent machining. F i l machining is preferred
after heat *ament since comctiy performed machiniing will not only remove
decarburization but will also introduce a slight cold work layer resulthng in residual
cmpressive stresses at the surface thaF will increase the fatigue resistance of the
mtepiai.

Ako of c5ncern was t%leapplied stress and damage d at results from
t
k assembly of &e press-fit pilot tubes int.0 the bore of the hub. If the hole or piiot
tube is not sdFisien@y mu&, interference between these members will not be
uniform, wultirag in Local stress concentrations and/or damage of the .hub at the
interface with the pilot tube. The interfemw fit produces hoop stress around the
circumference of the hub m. These stresses also occur to a lesser degree in the
longitudinal direction, corresponding to the direction of stresses that initiated the
cracking found on the hubs.

Corrosion in the area betwem the inboard end of the pilot tube and hub
hole wail surface can also increase the local interference and local stresses.
COKOS~OII
products (iron oxide) are of a larger volume h
'a
nthe steel (which is being
oxidized); thezefore, additional pressures can be introduced between the pilot tube
and hub due to wedging of these corrusion products between these members as the
steel corrodes.
Although comeion pitting could not be directly Iiraked to the fatigue
cracking, corrosion in my form can be detrimental, and pitting does not have to
occur to produce a reduction in fatigue properties. Corrosion can produce localized

....: ..>:&.
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hcturing in areas prone to grain boundary separation, such as along prior austenitic
grain boundaries of localized pockets of martensitic transformation.
The Safety Board believes that the hubs manufactured where the
f i s h e d machining'operation was done prior to heat treatment (prior to 1983) are
the most at risk for lower fatigue properties. This is because, besides corrosion, the
decarburization and associated residual stress are the most influential in affecting
the fatigue resistance of the material.
The Safety Board concludes that the fatigue properties of the hub were
substantially reduced by a combination of factors and- that cracking would not have
iniriated if the properties had not been reduced. The Safety Board examined two
possibilities for the source of stresses that caused crack initiation: normal operating
stresses, and stresses'associated with the reactionless mode of vibration.

2.2.2

Normal Operating Stresses as a Source of Crack Initiation

Hartzell has indicated that the normal flight loads on the MU-2B-60
induce stressex on the propeller hub that are some of the highest of any of the
Hartzell steel hubs. Therefore, hub arm failures on the MU-2B-60 could be
consistent with hub cracking as a result of degraded fatigue properties and normal
operating stresses.
The postaccident testing conducted by Martzell demonstrated that the
cyclic component of %cstresses in the origin area of the Utica hub are about the
same as those for the origin area for the Zwingle hub for both the reaetionless mode
of vibration and during normal flight. Because the cyclic component has a much
greater effect on fatigue crack initiation than does the steady state portion of the
stress, &e location of the origin areas on the two broken hubs could be consistent
with stresses from either the reactionless mode or the normal flight.
For the above Tasons, the Safety Board cannot rule out that the normal
operatkg stresses on the MU-2B-60 are sufficient, given the degraded fatigue
properties, to cause fatigue cracking. Because of this possibility, the Safety Board
Mieves that the FAA should identify Hartzell steel propeller hubs on other
airplanes that Rave high stresses during flight and should conduct a designated
safety inspection for cracks in thc pilot tube hole of the hub arm on those hubs that
have high amounts ci' opermting time and that were manufactured with pilot tube
hoIes machined piior to heat treatment. Tm Safety Board also believes that the
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reduced fatigue propties are present on the 3- and 5-bladed Hartzell hubs, and that
similar actions should also be considered .for hubs with similar stress levels.

2.2.3

..

Reactionless Mode as a Source of Stresses

Despite the precautions that are taken to avoid operating the propeller
in an RPM range that matches the resonant frequency of the reactionless mode of
vibration, the postaccident testing that Hartzell performed indicated that the resonant
frequency of the reactionless mode can increase to within the normal ground
operating RPM range for the MU-28 when the propeller contains worn or repaired
blades. This was demonstrated using a propeller with blades similar to tho.= from
the hub involved in the Utica accident, and with propeller blades installed on the
Zwingle hub prior to the AD-mandated propeller blade change.
The Safety Boa-d'found that two factors must interact in order for the
reactionless mode of vibration to occur at or above the ground idle speed of the
engine. First, there must be a relatively small difference between the resonant
fkquency of the propeller with new blades and the minimum ground idle speed of
the engine. Second, material must be lost from only the tip portion of the blade.
An examination of the margin between the resonant frequency of the
reactionless mode of vibration and the placarded RPM range for different
combinations of Hartzell steel propeller hubs and airplane models shows that the
MU-2B series airplane has the least margin (a difference of 66 RPM) between the
ground operating range and the resonant frequency of all applications of the
4-bladed propeller.

The shape of propeller blades is controlled at regularly spaced blade
stations. At each overhaul, the thickness and shape of the blade must conform to
minimum requirements at these stations. A relatively large distance from the tip of
the blade to the nearest blade station would allow a larger area from which material
could be lost without causing the blade to be rejected when inspected during
overhaul. Hamell has also generated a listing of the spanwise length of the blade
adjacent to the tip over which the blade contour is not controlled. This distance is
greater for blades on the MU-2B series airplanes than for any other application
listed.
Hartzell has therefore demonstrated that both of the propeller
conditions needed to allow operation in ax1 RPM range corresponding to the
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resonant frequency of the reactionless mode of vibration are more likely to occur on
the MU-2B than on any other application. The FAA has indicated that a study of
the propensity of other propeller/airframe combhatiom to experience the
mctionless mode of vibration is being conducted and that appropriate action will be
taken to ensure that aircraft operations are kept out cf this mode of vibration as
much as possible. The Safety Board supports this effort and urges the FAA to
complete this study and to issue appropriate airworthiness directives.

0

.@

The Safety Board found substantial circumstantial evidence that the
reactionless mode of vibration contributed to the initiation of the fatigue cracking on
the Zwingle hub. As the reactionless mode occurs, the steady state and cyclic
portions of the stress are nearly the same at the locations of the origin areas for the
Zwingle and Utica hubs. Therefore, cracking that initiates from the reactionless
mode of vibration could initiate on either side ofthe hub. The Safety Board believes
that the location of the origin area on the Utica hub is more consistent with initiation
from reactionless mode stresses than from stresses associated with normat
operation. This is because the steady state portion of the stress also contributes to
crack initiation, and, during normal operation, these stresses are greater in the
portion of the hub arm opposite the UPica initiztion area. Also, the Hartzeil
postaccident testing using blades similar to those from the Utica hgb demonstrated
that the reactionless mode of vibration could have occurred during ground
operations of the Utica airplane when the propeller vibration mode was excited by
exposure of the airplane to a tailwind while operating at a critical RPM.
More convincing evidence of the reactionless mode was found on the
Zwingle hub at the end of the primary discolored zone emanating from the origin
area. In this area, the already established crack front did not continue to propagate
in its established shape and coloration. Instead, there appeared to be two separate
cracks initiating from each side of the crack tip with the initial crack propagation
relatively clean for some distance away from the discolored zone. Crack reinitiation
from an already large, established crack front, such as that found in the initial
discolored zone, is not typical and signifies a change in the stress state to a much
lower cyclic stress.

Also, the location of the reinitiations on each side of the crack front
indicates bending stresses resulting from different blade loading than that which
initiated the origin of the discolored zone. Furthermore, under normal operating
cyclic stress, the estimated crack initiation and propagation from a crack of 0.2 inch
deep to the terminus of the fatigue region would be in the neighborhood of a few
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hundred hours of Fight operatim. The only event that occurred within this time
frame was the change in propeller blades on April 3Q, 1992, approximztely 239
flight hours prior to the accident. The previous bIades removed were tkmed at the
blade .tips, resulting in a rc..actionless mode at or above ground idi; operation.
Therefore, the initial discolored zone is more representative of a higher cyclic stress
state, such as that which can occur during the reactionless mode under high aft
quartering winds. The reinitiation and propagation from this discolored zone are
most consistent with lower cyclic stress from normal operation of the propeller.
In comparison, the Utica hub displayed discoloration from the origin
area well through the hub arm thickness with no signs of reinitiation from an
established crack front. The extent of discoloration may be represectative of the
reactionless mode occurring throughout the majority of the propagation of the
fatigue cracking. At the time of the Utica accident, the blades were found in a
configuration that would allow the reactionless mode to occur ar or above ground
idle.
Information from Hartzell has also shown that the MU-2B series
airplanes are the most susceptibie to having th? reactionless mode of vibration
during ground operations. The Safety Board also believes that the stresses
associated with the reactionless mode will be greater than those measured (or
derived) when the wind is greater than 35 to 45 knots. The Safety Board also notes
that the derived stresses associated with the reactionless mode are based on limited
data and that there are numerous variables, such as blade clamping and bearing
assembly tolerances and the amount of interference fit between the pilot tube and
hub arm, that could affect the level of stress. Therefore. the cyclic portion of the
stresses associated with the reactionless mode could be greater than any of the
stresses from in-flight conditions. Increased cyclic stresses would increase the
probability of fatigue crack initiation. Based on the stress levels associated with the
reactionless mode and the propensity of the MU-2B airpianes to experience the
reactionless mode at or above the ground idle RPM, the Safety Board concludes that
the fatigue fracture of the hub is more likely to have initiated as a result of increased
cyclic stresses produced during the reactionless mode of vibration, in combination
with the substantially reduced fatigue properties of the hub material.

The Safety Board further concludes that the precautions taken during
the initial certification that were intended to minimize the sxposure of propellers on
MU-2B airplanes to the reactionless mode of vibration were inadequate.
Specifically, the Safety Board found no evidence that Hartzell conducted
the

or
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FAA required or Mitwbishi requested any additional vibration survey tests using
propeller assemblies having blades dimensionally conforming to the repair manual
hits during the ceaification demonstration of compliance to propeller vibration
requirements in 1976. 'Thus, the identification of engine speed at which the
reactionless mode could occur was only applicable to propeller assemblies having
new blades and the full engine speed range at which 2 reactionless mode condition
could be experienced during the service of the airplane was not evaluated by tests.
The Safety Board believes that the potential increase in the reactionless mode
frequency for propeller blades of reduced mass should have been apparent to
engineering personnel and that they should have required additional tests in order to
ensure that the propeller operating limits and engine speed restrictions cited in the
August 21, 1976, propeller vibration and stress survey report were adequate to
prevent operation at the highest possible reactionless mode frequency. The Safety
Board believes that the minimum ground idle RPM speed of the H G B 4 prcpeller on
the M - 2 B airplane needs to be increased to prmide a greater margin between the
resonant frequency of the reactionless mode and the ground idle speed. In addition,
the distance between the tip of the HC-B4 propeller blades and the closest blade
station needs to be substantialiy reduced, in order to reduce the uncontrolled area
from which m a t e r i a l can be lost, thereby minimizing the engine speed range in
which the resonant frequency of the reactionless mode can occur.

The Safety Board is concerned that hubs on zirplanes besides the
MU-2 may have also been subjected to increased stress due to the reactionless
mode of vibration in the noma1 operating range. Therefore, the Safety Board
believes that the FAA should identify those airplanes that can, through a
combination of the resonant RPM, the ground idle RPM range, and repair limits at
the blade tip, produce the reactionless mode in the norm21 operating range. For
these airplanes containing Hartzell hubs at risk for reduced fatigue properties
(manufacmred prior to April 19841, the FAA should require inspection for cracks in
the pilot tube hole.
The Safety Board has been advised by the FAA that all of the 4-bladed
hubs delivered by Hartzell for installation on MU-2 airplanes have been identified
by serial number. However, the FAA has not yet been able to verify whether any of
these, hubs have been oprateed on MU-2 airplanes and subsequently installed on
other model airplanes. The potential exists for damage induced during operation on
the MU-2 to lead to failure on the other airplanes from normal operating loads.
Therefore, the Safety Board urges the FAA to immediately determine the
whereabouts of all 4-bladed Hartzell propeller hubs that have been installed at any

time on MU-2 airplanes, and require immediate inspections for potential fatigue
damage in the hubs.
2.2.4

Analysis of Corrective Actions

Prior to the 1991 rJtica accident, the Hartzell steel propeller hubs had
an excellent service history and had no reported failures. H-11
began
maBufactluing steel hubs in 1963, and more than 32,000 hubs, with millions of
accumulated flight hours, have been produced.
The metallurgical examination of the hub from the Wtica accident
revealed that a fatigue crack initiated from the inside diameter of the hub arm and
propagated outward. For this reason, visual or other nondestructive inspections of
the outside surface of the hub would not be effective in detecting similar cracks.
lhis finding prompted the Safety Board to issue Safety Recommendation A-92-81
on August 13, 1992. This recommendation urged the FAA to develop, with
Hartzell's assistance. an inspection method capable of detecting hub cracks
stemming from the inside surface of the hub arms. The Safety Board recognized
that removal of the pilot tubes to more easily inspect the inside of the hub arms
could create undetected h g e and may have been unnecessarily expensive. prior
to the Zwingle accident, the FAA had initiated no action in this regard, citing the
long history of operation with the Utica fracture being the oriy separation of a
Hartzell steel propeller hub. The Safety Board believes that the FAA a u l d have
taken more positive and timely action in response to Safety Recommendation
A-92-81. See appendix C concerning FAA and Safety Board correspondence on
this matter.
The Zwingle accident prompted the FAA, together with Hartzell, ta
initiate a program to develop an inspection method that would satisfy Safe:.
Recommendation A-92-81. Hartzell has reported that several nondestructive
inspection methods were studied. The only possible .nethod was determined to be
ultrasonic inspection. However, it was found that the inboard end of the pilot tube
reflected the ultmsonic beam, makiig it impossible to distinguish between ultrasonic
beam reflections from possible cracks and beam reflections from the end sf the pilot
tub. It therefore appears that currently available nondestructive inspection methods
are incapable of detecting cracks initiating from the inside diameter surface of the
hub arms when the pilot tubes are installed.
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Because the Zwingle accident demonstrated that the Utica failure could
no ionger be. considered unique, the FAA issued AD 93-09-04, on April 28, 1993,
and AD 93-12-04, on June 10,1993, requiring that all Hartzell HC-B4TN propeller
hubs in s e r v i c e on MU-2B airplanes be inspected for cracks after removal of
pilot tubes. The ADS also require repeated inspections at an interval not to exceed
600 hours. Because of the potential risks from damage created by the removal and
insertion of the pilot tubes during the inspection program, the FAA has authorized
only Hartzeil to perform the inspections. The Safety Board recognizes that the
mandated inspection program is difficult and expensive and that it is therefore not a
practical solution for assuring the integrity of H m l l propeller hubs installed on
airplanes other than the MU-2B series; nor is it a practical long-term repetitive
inspection program for the hW-2B propeller assemblies.
'tfre

2.3

Pilot Actions

ATC radar data suggest that once the airplane had descended to about
9,OOO feet, the pilot tried to level off and maintain altitude until the airplane was
established on the ILS to runway 31 at DBQ. However, the descent rate was not
arrested but was reduced to about 900 fpm. The airplane was well below the
glideslope and radar data show that tRe airpiane never converged toward the
glideslope except for one brief moment when the airplane was intercepting the
localizer. In addition, the pilot made several statements to the effect that he could
not hold altitude. The descent then continued, although at a slightly reduced rate,
until the crash. The pilot confiied that he was intercepting the localize.r course,
but he soon deviated 30 degrees to the left of the localizer course.
The Safety Board does not believe that the flightcrew deliberately
attempted 50 fly below the 200- to 300-foot ceiling in the Dubuque local area to
attempt to locate DBQ. Their level of training, their overall experience and
experience in the MU-2 almost certainly precluded this possibility. In addition, and
most importantly, they were awari: of the low ceiling at Dubuque, and were
undoubtedly aware of the inadvisability of low level flight over unfamiliar terrain.
Therefore, the Safety Board analyzed why the flightxew could not maintain level
flight and attempted to determine the effects of the damage on climb capability and
controllability.
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2.3.1

Effects of Damage on Drag and Rate of Climb

The Saikty Board believes that at the time of the crash into the silo, the
engine was displaced downward about 30 degrees. This is based on the leading
edge gouges on the L 2 propeller blade, the scrapes emanating from those gouges,
and eyewitness accounts. In addition, the Safety Board believes that the engine
mounts were totally separated prior to contact with the silo, and, at one point, the
engine had been displased inboard about 30 degrees. This conclusion is based on
the damage found at the inboard engine mount/wing leading edge, zinc chromate
found on two blade tips, and the known decompression of the cabin.
The Safety Board estimated that the 30-degree downward droop of the
engine would increase the frontal area by 5.4 square feet This assumed that the
engine was p h w d about 6 feet aft of the front of the nacelle and the nacelle was
about 1.8 feet wide. The coefficient of drag (Cd) would have been about 1.5 due to
the jagged edges of the disrupted cowl. The increase in the akplane's Cd attributed
to the displaced engine and jagged cowl was 0.0455 (8.1 square feet/l7X square
feet).

Single engine performance data were based on the assumption that the
propeller of the failed engine was feathered, the airplane was properly trm
i med, and
that no other damage was present. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) data showed
that at a speed of 160 KCASI6 and 11,600 pounds, the single engine rate of climb
with no damage and a feathered propeller would have been about 450 fpm up. At
these conditions, the Cd would have been about 0.063. The engine displacement
would have increased the drag by about 72 percent (OX455+ 0.063) to 0.109. At
160 KCAS, the rate of climb would have been reduced from 450 fpm up to 534 fprn
down. Additional cowling or faring damage would have increased the aerodynamic
drag. Each square foot increase in the flat plate frontal area would have increased
the rate of descent an additional 156 fpm.
At 175 KCAS, the damage would have changed the rate of c i i b from
340 fprn up to 948 fpm down. E,ach 1 square foot increase in the frontal alp-a would
have increased the rate of descent by 203 fpm. At 190 KCAS, the rate of climb
would have changed from 150 fpm up to 1,504- down. Each drag increment

%riots calibrated airspeed.
indicator system errors.

KCAS is KlAS (knots indicated airspeed) corrected for airspeed

..
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equivalent to 1 square foot of increase in frontal area wwdd have increased she rate
of descent by 261 fpm.

The investigation disclosed that both airspeed indicators were at
190 KCA§ after the crash. If the airplane were at 190 KIAS, the identified damage
would have resulted in a 1500 fpm rate of descent, which was clearly not c~nsistent
with radar data. Also, witness reports indicate that for the last 4 miles, the airplane
only lost several hundred feet resulting in a calculated rate of descent of about
2QO fpm. Any damage greater than that equivalent to 1.3 square feet of frontal area
would have resulted in greater than a 200 fpm rate of descent at 190 KIAS. The
damage identified by the Safety Board was more than 4 times greater than the
1.3 square feet. The Safety Board concludes that the indicators were probably
reading accurately; however, they probably did not reflect the actual airspeed at
impact. The discrepancy between the actual airspeed and the instrument readings
most likely resulted from disrupted airflow around the static pressure ports, either as
a result of sideslip angles, engine cowl displacement, or both.
Based on the known damage, the 700 to 900fpm rate of descent, and
&roundspeeds derived from radar data, the Safety Board concludes that the airplane
speed was between 150 and 175 KIAS. If the damage were greater than estimated,
the speed was most likely in the lower portion of this range.

23.2

Effects of Damage on Lateral Control

Damage to the nacelle would have resulted in a loss of lift, which, in
turn,would induce a rolling moment that would --ire
additional wheel deflections
to maintain control of the airplane. MHX data show that single engine operation
without nacelle damage required the spoilers to produce a coeffkient of lift (Cl) of
-018 for 160 KCAS and .025 for 150 KCAS. The damage eo the nacelle would have
raised the required C1 to -029 for 160 KCAS and .037 for 150 KCAS. With
damage, 43 degrees (54percent) of wheel deflection would have been required at
160 KCAS and 57 degrees (72 perceilt) at 150 KCAS. One hundred percent of
wheel deflection would have been required at around 140 KCAS. In addition, MHI
data shows that approximately 50 percent rudder deflection would have been
required at speeds between 150 and 160 KCAS. Slowing to about 140 KCAS
would hzve required about 100 percent of rudder deflection.
The pilot would have found that slowing to 160 KCAS would require
50 percent of both rudder and wheel deflection to keep the wings level or banked

,
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into the good engine. Slowing to 1.50 KCAS would have required about 72 percent
wheel deflection. Slowing further could have resulted in momentary loss of control
until sSwdincreased or power was decreased on the operating engine.

The slight increase in indicated altitude shown on radar data at the time
the l d i z e r was being intercepted could hzve indicated a c r i b that would be
accompanied by a loss of speed or an i n m e in sideslip angle, either of which
could have resuited in the temporary loss of lateral control.
2.3.3

Pilot Decisions on Flying the i%irpIane

The Safety Board examined the appropriateness of the pilots' decisions.
?he Board noted that the pilots initiated an emergency descent and descended dcwn
to and through 9,000 feet in a very rapid manner very likely because of the cabii
depressurization. Had they attempted to arrest the descent at 12,000 feet, for
example, and tumed toward DBQ at the fmt instruction for a northerly turn from
ATC, they might have had sufficient range to reach DBQ. In addition, had the crew
stated the true seriousness of their situation to Coton High controllers, the
controllers might have been more prone to search for a more suitable diversion
airport.
Tne Board notes that the airpIane was flying in IMC and ..vas probably
experiencing significant buffeting. Understandably, the pilot had received no
trainiylg for the combination of circumstances that he faced. This combination
included an engine failure, a displaced engine, cowl damage, unusually large control
inputs, an unchecked descent, and only flight instruments for reference.
Immediately after the engine failure, the pilot initiated an emergency
descent. An emergency descent would have required lower power settings for the
operating engine, less wheel and rudder deflections tc maintaii control. and would
have been conducted at higher airspeeds. Until the moment that the pilot attempted
to arrest the rate of descent, he would have been unaware of potential control
problems.
Once the pilot detennined that he could not appreciably amst the rate
of descent by slowing down, but could gain a significant margin in available flight
controls by flying faster, he probably chose to maintain a h i g h r airspeed and more
control of the airplane, thus accepting a higher descent rar ?.
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me Safety Board notes that during the September

17, 19991, Utica,

New Yo&, ixidenL the pilot stated that he coufd not maintain level plight even
? h U & his airplane sustained less aerQdyMmic damage than did N86SD.
The Safety Board concludes that the pilot acted in a reasonable m e r
in mtinuiig the high rate of descent to lower altihx22s and that once he was at
lower altitudes, he continued to f
l
; :-i higher airspeed< w d rates of descent to gain
morz aerodynamic cor,&d.
24

Air Trafflc Cont;ol A C ~ ~ O R S

Following the loss of the propeller blade and the decompression, the
flightcrew q u e s t e d from the Chicago ARTCC controller vectors to the "closest
airport we can get to...," at 1540:46. Four seconds later, the controller transmithat DBQ was at the airplane's 2:OO position and 25 miles away. DSQ was actually
about 37 miles frorn the airpla~e.'~At that time, the airplane was within 2 miles of
bekg equidistant from MLI and DBQ and only about 9 miles from CWI. The DBQ
and CWI local areas were experiencing 2 3 weather conditions, and the ML,I local
area was experiencing VFR weather conditions.

Lmdiately after the decompression, as NS6SD progressed westward
and descended, its relationship to DBQ and MLI remined about the same, while
the distance from CWI increased. At 154215, the airplane was directed to turn to a
heading of 330 degrees, but it did not do so. The nearly equidistant relationship
fmm DBQ and MZI continued until the low altitude sector radar controller assigned
the airplane the heading of 360 degrees. at 1543:45. After that, the distance from
the airplane to DBQ decreased, while the distances from CWI and MLI irxreased,
as the airplane descended to the north.
The Saf2ty Board believes that N86SD would have broken out of the
overast at a higher altitude if it was on a course toward MLI, rather than DBQ,
although N86SD was not offered this option by the controllers. This would have
given the pilot more time to seiect a flat, open area on the ground to crash land the
airplane, and the probability of flightcrew and occupant survival would have been
greatly kcre: ied.
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Following the propeller hub failure, the &plane probably had sufficient
dtitude to attzmpt an
approach and landing at CWI, although the f i g h t was not
offered this cption by air traffk control. The difficulty of the approach would have
been compounded by the low 400-foot ceiling. Also, the flightcrew would have had
to fly some distmce southwest of the airport to align the airplane for an approach to
runway 03, which was the runway with the ILS approach.
Additionally, the center radar controller did not have readily available
weather hformation for CWI to issue to the flight. Weather information €or CWI
was generated by AWOS, which is not available via the CRD screen used by the
controllers. The controller would have had to either contact the Center Weather
Service Unit or Quad City approach control to obtain the latest CWI observation.
This process would have taken at Isst 1 minute or longer.
The reason the controllers said that they selected DBQ as the Imdiig
airport for N86SD, rather t h n MLI or PWI, was h a t they perceived that it was the
closest suitable aivort ta the airplane when the emergency situation was announced.
Of tt.,.
two
: airpcjrts thzt they considered sending the flight to, D3Q was closer by
about 2 miles. Acting upon the information they possessed at the time, they
probably believed that they were complying sxcifically to the pilot’s request. The
fact that they were only aware of a decompression aboard the airplane (with no
other complicating factors) at that juncture, and the fact that they knew the
flghtcrew was qualified to fly into IF% conditions might have also entered into their
uccision making process. In addition, they believed that DBQ possessed adequate
emergency response equipment.
The Safety Board believes, however, that the controllers involved in
this emergency should have, at some point, determined that thc weather at MLI was
much better than that at DBQ. Moreover, they should have been aware that CWI
was much closer than either M L I or DBQ and then relayed that information to the
pilots of N86SD. The air traffic control transcript revealed that an apparent lull in
controller activity occurred shortly after Ng6SD was given the USQ weather. This
would have been a good oppormnity for the controllers to identify other possible
diversion pirports, obtdn weather sequences for one or more of these airporn, and
then transmit some options to the pilots of N86SD. As it happened, of !he several
airports in the area with instrument approach capability and weather above
instrument approach minimu;m, ihe pi!m were given information on only one
airport, DBQ.
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Once a flight declares an emergency, the roie of air traffic control
reverts from one of conrolling the flight to one of assisting the flight in safe
recovery. Ideally, an exchange of infomati03 between the flightcrew and &e
controllers should have taken piace to a I f o w the safest reso1u:ion of the ernergewy
situation. The controllers should not Ikve hesitated to pass my potentiai!y fmelpful
information to the flightcrew, however skctchy that information might have been,
thereby offering the- the maximum nPlrnkr of options.

?here were also systemic shortfalls that hindered the effectiveness of
the assistance that the controllers could provide N86SD. These include a lack of
readily available current weather sequence reports for the controllers, and a lack of
written guidance for controllers during emergency situations.
2.4.1

Lack of Weather §equence Reports Provided for Controllers

ARTCC radar controllers do not b l e an efficient means of searching
through multiple weather sequences to locate the airport w i t h the best weather
conditions for landing or an adequate means of constantly displaying several
terminal weather sequences. Of the several methods of obtaining cumni weaher
sequences, all are cumbersome and impractical during airborne emergency
situations.
The S?.fety Board believes that houriy sequence reports for key airports
should be constantly displayed on each s s t o r in some manner," Having only the
capability of ''calling up" and preserving a single weather sequence is inadequate, as
the circumstances of this accident indicate. Had the appropriate weather sequences
been consmt!y displayed, the controliers would have been immediately aware that
the weather in the MLI 2rea was considerabiy better. This knowledge would have
provided N86SD a betrer sppomnity to land without catastrophic consequences.

infomation for the Rightcrew. If the controllers had amtomtically been provided
the current weather at major sirports in their sectors during the airborne emergency,
theid ability to assist the pilot ‘Nould have been greatly enhanced. Therefore, the
,Safety Board believes that the FAA should provide ali ARTCC sector positions of
operation with the capability of displaying several hourly sequence reports at once.
mi display should be updated automatically and displayed at all times.

Controllers do receive some level of emergency p-ocedure training in
initial and arJuai refresher training. However. the circumstances of t h i s accident
indicate L k I!&!minifig is inadequate. The Safety Board believes that the Air
T&c Controt handbook that is the basis for controller training does not adequately
address the issEe of airborne emergencies in general. Further. concerning this
accident sequence, the issue of finding the best possible weather for an ;FR aircraft
during an airborne emergency is not clearly addressed.
While there appears to be adeqdate infomarion in the emergency
assistance section of the handbook regarding VFX aircraft in weather difficulty, the
handbook is somewhat vague in its one-sentence guidance that weather conditions
should be considered for emergencies invdvhg m-rated pilots. See appeqdix D.
It does not mention the importance of finding the best possible landing weather for
an IFR aircraft in an emergency status. Better landing weather conditions were not
researched in a timely manner by the controllers attempting to aid N86SD during its
emergency. This lapse Ied the Safety Board to believe that the written emergency
procedure guidance in the ATC handbook is not specific enough, and that weather
considerations were not adequately emphasized. The Safety Board therefore
believes that the FAA should enhance the Emergency Assistance section of Air
Traffic Control handbook 71 10.65 to fully address the issue of finding the best
possible landing weather for an IFR aircraft in an emergency status (which is
extremely important in the selection of the best possible diversion airport) and to
emphasize this concept in emergency training scenarios.
Concerning the focus of general emergency procedures :raining for
controllers, the Board agrees that providhg mining for every possible emergency
scenario wosld not be practical. However, the Safety Board believes that the
problem as basic as an emergency descent for landing through IF% conditions 1s a
common one during many airborne emergencies and that more consideration should
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be given in controller training for this and cther common contingencies. Controllerto-pilot and pilot-to-controller communication in various emergency situations
hvoiving a
:
itraffic control shouid be emphasized in this training. Accident reporn,

such as this one, involving an emergency descent in IFR conditioas, the El
Al/Amste~dmE-747 accident," involving a loss of two enghes on one side with
20 .
turning difficulties, the Avlanca A.irbnes,Kennedy B-707 accident, involving
imminent fuel exhaustion, and other reports, would be ideal t r a i d g aids.

In all of these accidents, there was a lack of communication between
pilots and controllers. The Safety Board believes that training scerzuios should
emphasize total, complete communication on the part of both pilots and cmtrollers.
If a pilot in an emergency status needs a closer airport, has difficulty naking a
particular turn, or is nulrling out of fuel, such problems should be clearly
communicated to the controller. Likewise, if the controller has any information or
options that be believes the pilot might consider, he should not hesitate to
conmunicate this to the piiot.
At the time the flightcrew of N86SD began its descent, the controllers
were onIy aware of the decompression, the Mayday call, and the request for lower
altitude. At no time during the initial descent of the airplane were the controllers
told about the engine-out condition and the airplane controllability problems,
although they did surmise later that the airplane was having difficulty holding
assigned altitudes.

AI Boeing 747F. Regismtion 4X-AXG. b::sicrh. Holland. October 4. 1992. Repxi
pending from the Government of the Ncthcrlmnds.
2oAircdl Accident Report--"Avianca, The Airline of Colombu. Soeing 707-321B. HK 2016.
Fuel Exhaustion. Cove Neck. New York. January 25.1990" (NTSB/AAR-91/04)

I.

N86SD was operated as a public use airplane by the State of
South Dakota, and, therefore, its maintenance and &e training of
its piloas were not q u i x d to conform to Federa! Aviation
Reguiations. The pilots were trained and the airpiane was
maintained in accordance with current State of Sovth Dakota
and manufactum guidelines, and these guidelines confomed to
current Federal Aviation Regulations.

2.

240, a propeller hub ibnn on thc left
During cruise f i g h t at E.
propeller failed, releasing the prowller blade aaached to that
hub arm. The released biade stkck the foilowing propeller
blade and broke the tip off the following blade.

3.

Severe engine vibration, caused by the missing propeller blade,
caused an autonomous left engine shutdown.

4.

During the event, the lek engine was forced downward and
inboard on its mounts. One or more of the remaining propeller
blades, and/or a released blade tip from one of she remaining
propeller blades, might have contacted the fuselage, causing a
cabin decompression.

5.

A lack of damage to the released propeller blade indicated that it
did not contact the fuselage.

6.

During a previous blade release on an MU-2B-60, the pilot was
unable to arrest his descent. The damaged propeller on his
airplane was feathered, and the failed engine naceEIe was not
canted away from the relative wind.

7.

Due to drag caused by displacement of the lek engine, sheet
metal damage, and the loss of thrust of tho left engine, the
airplane was incapable of maintaining level flight.
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The left propeller was last overhmled on September 1 1, 1990, in
accordance with Hartzell procedures, at 3,914 hours of airframe
total time, 671 hours before the accident.

9.

The failure of the hub arm was the result of fatigue cracking that
initiated from multiple initiation sites on the inside diameter
surface of the hole for the pilot tube.

10.

The fatigue properties of the hub were substantially reduced by a
combination of factors, including machiniig marks or scratches,
mixed microstructure, corrosion, decarburization, and residual
stresses, and cracking would not have injtiated if the propenies
had not been reduced.

11.

Eased on the stress levels associated with the reactionless mode
and the propensity of h%U-2B airplmes to experience the
reactionless mode at or above the ground idle RPM, the fatigue
fracture of the hub is more likely to have initiated as a result of
increased cyclic stresses produced during the reactionless mode
of vibration, in combination with the substantially reduced
fatigue properties of the hub material.

12.

The precautions takzn during the initial certification that were
intended to minimize the exposure of propellers on MU-2B
airplanes to the reactionless mode of vibration were inadequate.

13.

There was no routine or special inspxticn in place at the time of
the accident that were designed to detect the fatigue cmck that
precipitated the loss of the propeller bkle. Subsequent to the
accideilt, efforas to develop a practical, nondestructive test,
without the removal of the pilot tubes to detect such an anomaly,
were unsuccessful.

14.

The pilots acted in a reasonable manner in continuing the high
rate of descent to lower altitudes; and, once at lower altitudes,
they continued to fly at higher airspeeds and rates of descent to
gain more aerodynamic control.

5.
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3.2

15.

Following the event, the Rightcrew asked for "the closest
airport." The controllers offered the singie option of Uequipped DBQ, 37 miles away from the airglare. At that time,
Hs-equipped CWI was 9 miles away, and ILS-equipped M U
was 39 miles away. However, under all of these circumstances,
this option was appropriate.

16.

ARTCC sector positions of operation do not have the capability
t
i e
,
of displaying several hourly weather sequence reports at a m
being automatically updated, and being displayed at ali times the
actor is in operation.

17.

The Emergency Assistance section of the Air Traffic Control
handbook did not address the issue of finding the best possible
wather for m EX zircrzft in a!emergency stzm.

Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable
cause of this accident was the fatigue cracking and fracture of the propeller hub arm.
The resultant separation of the hub arm and the propeller blade damaged the engine,
nacelle, wing, and fuselage, thereby causing significant degradation to aircrafi
performance and control that made a successful landing problematic.

The cause of the propeller hub arm fracture was a reduction in the
fatigue strength of the material becaiise sf manufacturing and time-related factors
(decarburization, residual stress, corrosion, mixed microstructure, and
machining/swring marks) that reduced the fatigue resistance of the material,
probably combined with exposure to higher-than-normal cyclic loads during
operation of the propel!er at a critical vibration frequency (reacrionless mode),
which was not appropriately considered during the airplane/propeller certification
process.

: . :.::
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As a result of this investigation, the National Transportation Safety
Board makes the following recommendations:
--to the Federal Aviation Administration:

Determine whether any 4-bladed Hamell propeller hu'm have ever
been installed on MU-2B airplanes and are now installed on other
model airplanes, and issue the necessary airworthiness directives to
inspect the hubs for fatigue damage. (Class I, Urgent Action)
(A-93-153)
Identify airplanes that can, through a combination of the resonant
RPM, the ground idle RPM range, and repair limits at the blade tip,
produce the reactionless mode in the normal operating range. For
those airpianes containing Hartzell hubs at risk for reduced fatigue
properties (manufactured prior to April 1984), require inspection for
cracks in the pilot tube hole. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-153)
Perform a designated safety inspection for cracking in the pilot tube
hole on high time HartzeiI 3-, 4 , and 5-bladed propeller hubs that
are found to have high operating stress and that were manufactured
with the pilot tube holes f i s h e d machined prior to heat treatment.
(Class 11, Priority Action) (A-93-155)
Increase the minimum ground idle RPM speed of the HC-B4
propeller on the MU-2B airplane to provide a greater margin
between the resonant frequency of the reactionless mode a d the
ground idle speed. (Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-154)
Revise maintenance and repair limits for propeller blades on HC-B4
hubs on MU-2B aircraft to reduce the length of the uncontrolled
area at the blade tip to minimize the in-service increase in the
reactionless mode frequency. (Ciass 11, Priority Action) (A-93-157)
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Enhance the Emergency Assistax seaion of Air Tmfic Control
handbook 7110.65 to finily address the issue of selecting the best
possible diversion airport for an IFR aircraft in an emergency status.
(Class II,Priority Action) 13-93-158)
Provide all ARTCC sector positiom of operation with the capability
of displaying several knoufiy wertther sequence reports at once. TRis
display should be updated automatically, and displayed at a11 Liares.
(Class II, Priority Action) (A-93-159)
Provide expanded emergency procedures tr;iini~gfor sir M c
controllers. The geneml capabilities of airplanes in VX~QUS
emergency scenarios invoking ztir traffk control should be a focai
point of this training, and past air traffic control-related acciaeni
reports should be used. (Class II,Priority Action) (A-93-260)

BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
Carl W. V o ~ t
Chairman
Susan Coughlin

Vice Chaiman
John K. Lauber
Member

John Hamrnerschat
Member
..-

November 16,1993

James E. Halt
Member
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5. MPENDMES

The National Transportation Safety Board was notified of the accident
wound 1730 on April 19, 4993. The Safsty Board has formal agreements with
n m r o u s federal and state agencies to Investigate accidents involving "public use"
airplanes. The Skate of South Dakota does not have such an agreement with the
Safety Board, and, therefore, its public use airplane was not uP;der the Safety
Board's legislative mandate; however, senior officials from the Office of the
Governor of South Dalccta fomally requested that the Safety Board lead rhe
investigation of the accident.
An investigation team was dispatched from Washhgtm, D.C., that

evening and arrived at Zwingle, Iowa, shortly thereafter. On-scene investigative
groups were formed for operatiomhuman prfomance, structures/systems, and
powerplants. Groups for metallurgy and air traffic control 'were also formed.
MekomIogy, maintenance records, aircraft amrformanceand radar spddies were also
completed. Safety Board Vice Chairman Susan Coughlin accompanied the
investigative team to Iowa.
Parties to the investigation included the State of South Dakota, Hartzell
Propeller, Inc., Beech Aircraft Corporation?' Allied-Signal Aerospace Company,
the Nationa! Air Traffic Controllers Association, and the Federal Aviation
Administration.
2.

Public Hearing

There was no Safety Board public hearing associated with this
investigation.

218eech Aircraft Corporation assumed produc1 support responsibilities for the MU-?on April 1,
1988.
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INFOPMATION: Transcription concerning
the accident involving N86SD on April 19.
1993, at 2053 'JTC
Air Traffic Manager
Chicago ARTCC, ZAG-1

ate:

nzy 19, 1993

P W Y :o

Atcn of:

L. Reilly:x3i5

ic:

This transcription covers the time period from Aprii 19, 1993,
i53G UTC to April 19, 1993, 2056 UTC.
Aaencies Makino Transzissions
Indianapolis AK'2CC Nuncie Sector
Chicago ARTCC Sectors:
Xokomo
Logan
Bear;:
Danville
Peotone
Joliet
Roberts
Bredforc?

Abbreviations
MIE
OKK

LGN
BRZ
DhV
EON

JOT
RBS
E37
IOW

c1ty
XtltB
coton
I r G Z

Y?L
CTN

Dubuque
Quzd City ATCT Approach Control

D5Q

D-uque ATC Tower
Xitscbishi eight six sierra delta
Lear Jet s i x one eight romeo

N86SD

OAPP

6BQT
N618R

"X" sfter abbreviations refer to radar position and "D*' refers
to xanual position.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the following is a true transcription of
tke recorded conversations pertaining to the subject aircraft
accident:

THOMAS

F. REISEL

pualitv Assurance SDecia1.ist
TITLE

,.".
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2038 :27
(20391

IOWP)

RU

Chicago abh sierra delta we Enad ahh a
decospression
2040:27

CTNR

November eight six sierra delta say again

2040:33

N86SD

Mayday mayday mayday six sierra delta we're
goin down here

2040:43

CTNR

November eight six sierra delta roger tell
me what you need I got your mayday

2040:46

NEL6SD

We need the closest airport we can get to

bere
2040r50

CTNR

November eight s i x sierra delta roger you
understand you need an airpart Dubugue
airport is off to your t w o o'clock and
twenty five miles can you land there

2041:OO

H86SD

Ah thats Dubuque off ah to our left and

twenty five

.

2041:04

CTNR

Eight s i x sierra delta a€€imative thats
Dubuque airport

2041:17

CTNR

November eight six sierra delta you still
with me

2041:19

N86SD

Thats affirm

2041:22

ClXR

Eight six sierra delta roger what altitrrde
do you need we'll get it f o r you wesll clear
everybody o u t of your k'qy

2041:28

N86SD

(Unintelligible) we need to get down to ah
our oxygen level here

...A:. :..
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2941~34

CTm

Bigtit six sierra delta roger descend and
maintain eight thousand

2041:37

rJ86SD

Goin down to eight

2041:39

CTNR

Eight six sierra delta Qkay I'll have an
altimeter for ya in just one laoslent

2041:41

CTNR

November eight six sierra delta Dubuque
altimeter two niner f o u r five two nrner focr
five

2041:49

N86SD

Two niner four five roger

204l:50

CTNR

Eight six sierra delta can you switch over
t o a low altitude frequency are you gonna
have any problem with that o r do you jast

wanna stay with me
2041:57

DBQD

Quad City approach Chicago got an energency

2041:59

QAPP

Go ahead we're on

2042 :00

DBQD

Yeah just ah nclrtheast of: Davenport fifteen
miles t h a t emeP'gency squa.wk you're seein
he's going down to eight right now

2042 :00

N86SD

Yeah we can do it we can change
frequency

2 0 4 2 :0 4

CTNR

ckay eight six sierra delta low altikude
sector frequency ane three Llree point niner
five one thirty t h r e e ninety f i v e

2042:05

QAPP

Descending to eight thousand

2042 :07

IIBQD

Y eah

2042: oa

QAPP

Point out approved

77
13
2042: oa

DtJQD

*(vu)

2042 :09

QmP

Let us know i f you need anything else

2042:ll

DBQD

Thank you

2042:12

QAPP

Charlie mike

2042: 12

N86S3

*(We need the weather here) T h i r t y T h r e e
ninety five ahh do you have t h e weather a t

Dubuque
CTNR

Roger e i g h t s i x s i e r r a d e l t a roger and you
are cleared t o Oubuque t h a t l s about a ah
t h r e e t h i r t y heading direct when able you
a r e cleared t o Dubuque a i r p o r t an6 2h i f yoou
want t h e weather I've g o t it f o r you r i g h t
now

N86SD

G o ahead

2042: 32

CTNR

Okay i t ' s a s p e c i a l measured c e i l i n g t h r e e
hundred m e r c a s t v i s i b i l i t y one and one half
w i t h r a i n and fog t h e winds a r e zero s i x
zero a t twenty knots

2 5 4 3 :05

CTfm

November e i g h t s i x -s i e r r a d e l t a you still

2042: 16

w i f h me
2043 :08

N86S3

A f f i r n , we're still with ya

2043: 11

CTNR

Okay e i g h t s i x s i e r r a d e l t a can you switch
over raow t o t h i r t y t h r e e ninety five

2043:13

N86SD

That's affirm we'll give it a try

2043 :16

mi

Okay i f you have m y problems come back
r i g h t t o me
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2043:40

N865D

And Chicago ah six sierra delta is w i t h ya
ah level at eight thousand here thirty three
ninety five

2043245

DBQR

Eighty s i x sierra delta fly heading three
six zero radar vectors for the IES do ycu
want equipment standing by

20$3:51

NSSSD

T h r e e s i x zero and ah w e m i g h t need the
equipment also ah ah okay eh the altitade

2 0 4 4 : 00

DBQR

Okay do you have charts for the ILS there at
Dubuque

2044:02

NB6SI)

Affirm

2 0 4 4 : 04

EBQR

Okay three sixty on the heading radar vector
f o r ILS

2044 :07

FICi6SD

Okay

2044:08

DBQR

Can you hold altitude

2 0 4 4 : 11

N86SD

Well standby

2044 :1 4

DBQR

Maintair, six thousand eight six sierra delta

2 0 4 4 :18

DBQD

Quad City approach Chicago

2044: 19

M86SD

Down to six

2 0 4 4 :2 1

DBQR

Roger

2044: 22

QUP

Quad City

2044 :2 3

DBQD

Yeah that ah eight six sierra delta he's
going down all the way to about three
thousand I guess

79
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2044 :27

QAPP

Eight six sierra delta

2044 :29

DBQD

Yeah the one had an emergency you're
xatching four zero five four

2 0 4 4 :3 1

QAPP

(Unintelligible)

2 0 4 4 :33

QAPP

Are

2044: 34

DBQD

Yeah that's what he wanted

2044:35

QAPP

Okay charlie mike

2044 :3 6

DBQD

w

2G45: 15

DBQR

And eight six sierra delta it appears you
can have ah hold six thousand for awhile sir

2045:20

N86SD

It don't look like it ah were havixg a hard
time holding altitude here

2045:27

DBQR

Okay descend and maintain four thousand at
pilot's discretion you can hold as high as
you can for as long as you can and fly
heading now three four zero

2045:36

N86SD

Three four zero rcger that

2046:21

N86SD

Yeah approach ah six SD

2046:23

DBQR

11m sorry missed it try it again

2046:31

N61812

Lear s i x one eight romeo request about tea
degrees right to avoid a buildup ahead

2046:35

DBQR

That's approved sir you're twenty three
miles southeast of l)ubuque when you can join
the localizer on that three forty it would

you heading for Dubuque with him

s:

80
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have been about in a minute or two join the
IIS to runway three one you're able you're
able
2046:51

N86SD

Ah approach

s i x sierra delta how far- are we

from Dubuque
2046:56

D3QR

Showing you twenty three miles southeast

2046:58

N86SD

Okay ah if you can give us vectors Sh f o r
the IIS we'd appreciate it

2047: 02

N86SD

Qkay fly heading of ah three four zero when
you're able join the ILs you're about one
minute south of joining the ILS

2047:08

N86SD

Roger that

2047 :48

DBQR

Eight six sierra delta I show you joining

the localizer at this time do you concur s i r
2 0 4 7 :52

N86SD

That's affirm and ah could you have an
ambulance stand by

2047:56

DBQR

Yes sir we've we're talked to em

2048: 00

DBQR

All the coordination has been done

2048:02

N86SD

* (Thank you)

2048: 04

DBQD

Touer Dubuque Touer Chicago

2048: 06

N86SD

Yeah we've got an engine out and ah ah
decompression

DBQT

Yeah tower cab

2048

:oa

17

@nintelligj.blc) w e g o t eight s i x sierra
bravo
(Unintelligible)
Yes

Re's got an engine out w e got an emergency
Okay
One engine o u t decompression he wants a l l
the equipment standing by hs wants an
ambulance standing by

-

2048:25

DBQT

Okay we'll have it a l l here

2048:27

DBQT

-DB

2048: 52

DBQR

Eight s i x sierra d e l t a cleared f o r t h e
s t r a i g h t i n ILS approach t o a5 ah m w a y
three one you're position is ah t e n n i l e s
south about nine miles southsast of ZILOM a t
this time maintain.& ah w e l l 1 see you're
through it I w a s goma t e l l you t o maintain
t h i r t y three hundred ah till established

2049:06

N86SD

Okay

2049: 18

DBQR

Dubuque Chicago

2049:20

DBQT

Dubuque tower

82
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2049:21

DBQR

I don't k n o w i f ah e i g h t six sierra d e l t a is
gonna maka it he's about e i g h t soEtheast of
ah ZILOM a t twenty seven hundred and he
c a n ' t hold altitude so s t a r t looking out
t h a t southeast wizdow i f you can

2049:33

DNT

Okay w e ' l l do it

2049:34

DBC?

You got p l e n t y of vehicles there whatever he
needs

2049:36

DBQT

Y e a h we're g e t t i n

ea^

a l l were g e t t i n em out

now
?.:45:38

DEQR

J u s t lost him on radar

2 0 4 9 :3 9

D3QT

A l r i g h t DB

2049:40

DBQL;

Maybe a l e r t t h e s t a t e p n l i c e

2 0 4 9 :4 2

DBQT

Wilco

2045:44

DBQR

Eight six s i e r r a d e l t a Chiczgo

2049:45

N86SD

G o ahead

2049: 4 6

DBQR

They've got a l l the equipmert ah and
eve-zything ready f o r ya

2045:49

N86SD

Okay

2 0 4 9 :51

DBQR

Can you hold a t l e a s t twenty seven hundred
t h e r e sir

2049:53

N86SD

H don't think so

2 0 5 0 : 02

DBQR

I @ mshoving you t h i r t e e n miles southeast
e i g h t s i x sierra d e l t a

0
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2050r06

N86SD

Roger that

2050:52

DEQR

Eight six sierra delta say the altitude

2050:36

H86SD

We're

2050:37

DBQR

Okay you're still about ten miles southeast
of the airport

2050:42

N86SD

Okay

2051:10

DBQR

Eight six s i e m delta radar contact is lost
contact m u q u e tower now on one one nine
point five

2051: 15
(2052)
12053)

N86SD

Nineteen five thanks

at gineteen hundred

END

OF

TRANSCRIPT

* This portion of the rerecording is not entirely ciear, but
this represents the best interpretation possible under the
circumstances.
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Memorandum
s&jccr

LNFQ!MATION: Transcription concerning
the accident involving N86SD on April 19,

Dam:

w 2 3 1943

1993 at 2053 UTC
Ft-.

lo.

Jon Croft
Air Traffic Manager, Dubuque ATC Tower

nee* la

Ann. or:

This transcription covers the time period from April 19, 1993,
2045 UTC to April 19, 1993, 2058 UTC
Aqencies
Dubuque
Chicago
N86SD
Airport
Unknown

Making Transmissions
ATC Tower
ARTCC

Abbreviations

DBQ

Rescue and Fire Fighting

I hereby certify that the following is a true transcription of
the
rerecorded conversations pertaining to the subject accident
involving N86SD:

JmW

Son Croft
Air Traffic Manager
April 23, 1993

This portion of the transcript identifies communication at the
Grcund Control position from the perioZ 2045 UTC to 2058 UTC.
(2045)
2045:03

2.W

Hey Dubuque Tower Flow

2045:06

DBQ

Dubuque Tower

"Train to Succeed''
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2045 :Of

EAU

Yeah you know you got the ertergency comin
towards you

2045:W

DBQ

Nc

2045:lO

ZAU

OK you dont know anything about it

2045:ll

DBQ

NO

2045:12

IAU

Hold on one second

2045:16

ZAU

Eight Six Sierra Deltas c o m h towards you I dont
know all the specifics yet but he is an emergency
priority aircraft

2045:23

DBQ

Do you k n o w anything at all what the nature of
the emergency is

2045:26

ZAU

Hang on one second I got it right here

2045:40

ZAiJ

all we got right now so far is that he had a pressurization problem and he needed immediate descent
I dont know if hes see Im getting this second hand
so I 6ont want to lose a lot of It in the translation

2045:51

DBQ

Can you tell me his position now

2045: 53

SAU

H i s position now is about twenty five southeast of the

OC

airport hes at fifty seven hundred feet
DBQ

Is he going to do the ILS

2046:Ol

IAU

I dont know what approach hes going to do

2046:03

DBQ

OK

2045:5’1
(2046)
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2046:04

ZAU

All right as soon as you get a down time on h i m would
you report it back to us please

2045:0?

CBQ

OK what yeah twenty two

2046:09

ZPU

Yes

2046:lO

DBQ

MC

2046:11

ZAU

Thank you CM

2051:G€

ARFF

Ground. Red Five

2051:GE

DBQ

Red Five Dubuque Ground

(2GC7.I
( 2048 1
(2049)

(2050)

(2051)

Roger was that a One Three or a Three 3ne approach

2LCZ:Zl

DEQ

Red Five he'll be doing an ILS Runway 31 2nd
have you ac?vised ambulances are they enroute

2051:26

ARFF

Xmbulance 2nd additional fire units have been notified by nine one one I'll be prestaglng at Delta Two
and Runway One Three Three One

2051 :4 1

DBQ

Red Five you can proceed on Delta One hold short of
Runway Three One

2051 :45
(2052)
(2053)

AQFF

Roger

Q
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2053:55

t?W

(sound of transmitter keying two times)

2055:12

ARFF

Ground Ked four

2055:14

DBQ

Red Four Dubuque Ground

2055:16

ARFF

Yes would you advise that ambulance that Im waiting
for him o : ~the road I'll give him an escort in he
should follow me

2055:2?

DSQ

R e c Fcur Im n o t in contact wit3 the am'sulutce if
t h e y call me I'll r e h y t h a t

Eoger that
(2056)
(2057 1
( 2058)

This portion of the transcript identifies communications 2 t the
Local Control position from the period 2 0 4 5 3 T C to 2 0 5 8 U T C .

(2045)
(2045)
(2047)

ZAU

Tower Dubuque Tower Chicago

2048 :C3

DBQ

Yeah tower cab

2048:06

ZAU

Yeah we got Eight Six Sierra Bravo hes got
one engine out we got an emergency

2 0 4 9 :57

(2048)
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One engine out decompression he wants all the equipment
standing by he wants an ambulance standing by
2061?:18 DBQ

OK we'll have it all here

2048 :20

ZAU

OK BO

2040:21

D3Q

Ali right DB

2049:12

ZAU

Dubuque Chicago

2043:14

i)BQ

Duhuque Tower

2049 :15

ZAU

i dont know if Eight Six §ierra De?tas gonna make it
hes about eight southeast of the Zilom now hes at
twenty seven hundred he cant'hold altitcde so start
looking oUt that southeast window if you can

2049 :23

DEP

2019:24

ZAU

And you got plenty of vehicles there or whatever he needs

2049.27

DBQ

Yes we're getting them a31 we're getting them out
right now

2549:30

ZAU

O K I just lost him on radar

2049:31

DBQ

All right DB

2049:34

ZAU

Yeah maybe alert the state police

2049:36

DBQ

WilCO

( 2049)

CM

2051:15

N36SB

Dubuque Tower Mitsubishi Eight Six Sierra Deltas with
YOU

2051:18

DBQ

Mitsubishi Eight Six Sierra Delta Dubaque Tower w e
have all the lights on high the emergency vehicles are
on their way out wind zero four zero at fifteen altimeter
two niner four five you are cleared to land Runway three
one

2051 :35

N86SD

Sierra Delta roger

2051:40

ZAU

And Dubuque

2051:42

DBQ

Dubuque Tower go ahead
Sierra Delta I lost him about twelve (uninreliigible)
about eight mi;es to the southeast

2051:48

EBQ

We're talking to him

2051 :49

ZAU

OK he5 having a problem holding altitude

2 0 5 1 :5 2

DBQ

All r i ~ h tDB

2051-57

R86SD

How far out are we

2051:59

DBQ

Six 3ierra Delta lost radar contaci on you approximately
six t;r eight miles from the field dQ you have Y)ME

2052:09

N86SD

Yeah

2053)

i 2053:16

DBQ

Mitsubfshi Eight Six Sierra Delta if you have time j w t ,
key your mic a couple o f times so we*ll k n o w youre still
with us
2053:58

DBQ

2054:51

DUQ

2055:ZT

D3Q

flitsnbirhi Eight Six Sierra Delta Dubuque Power do you
read

This portion of the transcript identifies c0r;muniCatiOn at the Supervisor
Cab position from the period 2 0 4 5 UTC to 2058 UTC.
(2045)

(2046)
f 2047 )
(2048)
( 2049 1
(2050)

(2051)
[2052)
[ 2053)
(2054)

(2055)
(2056)

2056:lO

DBQ

2056:12

ZAD

91
2056:16

Di3Q

2056:23 ZAU

He have an u c o f f i c i a l report that he might n3t of
made i t and might have h i t a building f i v @southeast
i the area that
are you do you have any airplanesn
could monitor the emergency frequency for an ELT

Yes we do we'll do that
Let m e know i f you get the ELT then

2 0 5 6 : 3 4 ZAU

OK BO

(2057)
(2058)

END OF TRaNSCRIPT
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APPENDIX C
SAFETIr BO.ARD RECOMMENDATIONS A-82-81 THRO,UGH -83
CORRESPONDENCE HISTORY
On September 27, 1991, a Mitmbishi MU-2B-60, on a cargo flight,
sustained substantial b g e when a propeller biacie separated in flight near Ueica,
New Yo&. The airplane was climbing through 19,000 feet when the pilot felt a.
strong vibration, followed shortly Qy a loud "bang." The vibration increased and
k a m e so severe that the pilot experienced considerabie control difficulty. The
airplane was successfully landed at the Uti- Airport, with no injuries. As a result
of its investigation of tbis accident, the Safety Board addressed three safety
recommendations to the Federal Aviation Administration. These recommendations
were issued on August 13, 1992, and are as follows:
A-92-8 1

Develop, with the assistance of Hartzell Propeller, Incorporated, a
nondestructive inspection technique capable of detecting hub arm
cracks stemming from the inside diameter surface of the hub arm at
!te approximate location of the inserted end of tie pilot tubes on
Hartzell model HC-B4 propeller hubs, and issue an Airworthiness
Directive requiring that HC-B4 hubs with 3,000 hours or more be
inspected using this technique the next time the propeller assembly
is overhauled for any reason, or at the next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever is first.
A-92-82
Determine, based on the results of the inspections requested in
Safety Recommendation A-92-81, if the hub arms on Hamell
Model HC-B4 propeller hubs with 3,000 hours or more should be
inspected at periodic intervals. If such inspections are warranted,
issue an Airworthiness Directive, as appropriate, requiring periodic
inspections.
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A-92-83

Determine if Iiartzell model HC-B3 and -B5 propeller hubs, based
on simii~..ityof design and fabrication processes with the HC-B4
propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking in the hub arms. If
such inspections are warranted, issue an Airworthiness Directive, as
appropriate, requiring periodic inspections.

The FAA first respmded to these recoSm?endations in letters of
October 26, 1992, and January 4, 1993, respectively. The FAA stated in the first
letter that the service history of the Hartzell propeller hubs was being reviewed to
determine the magnitude of the problem, as well as the service manuals, to
detmnine what, if any, changes needed to be made. In the second letter, the FAA
pointed out that the review of the service history had been completed and that only
one failure (the one on September 27, 1991) had been found. The FAA further
noted that the stress levels in the crack initiation area are acceptable, and that the
hubs are currently subjected to a magnetic particle inspection during overhaul every
3,080 hours. The FAA stated that no additional action was planned, but that
HartzeIl would continue to monitor the service history of the propeller.
The Board replied to these FAA responses in letters dated January 6,
1993, and March 4, 1993, respectiveiy. In these replies, the Board mted that the
F A A service history study of Hartzell propeliar hubs had been initiated and
completed and that the FAA planned no further action other than having Wartzell
monitor the situation. The Board strongly stated that regardless of the finding that
the s e r v i c e history of the HC-B4 hubs contained no other examples of cracking or
fractures similar to the Utica accident, the Board was convhced that a
once-through-the-feet inspection of the subject hubs was necessary, as requested in
Safety Recommendation A-92-8 1.
Further, in its March 4, 1993, reply, the Board stated its concern that
the FAA had not taken action in the interim to examine the possibility of using a
more appropriate method to inspect the hub arms; and that the FAA saw R O need to
review the design and fabrication process of o t k r Hame11 propeller hub models to
determhe if similarities in design might indicate the need for inspection of these
other hub models. Because of these concerns and because the Board did not believe
that the FAA had addressed these recommendations in sufficient detail, Safety
Recommendations A-92-81 through -83 were classified as "Open--Unacceptab&
Response."
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On April 19, 1993, the accident occurred at Zwingle, Iowa, involving
an identical Mitsubishi model airplzne and HartzeH propeller. The FAA responded
a third time to Safety RecomLendationsA-92-81 through -83 on May 21, 1993.
Primarily as a result of the Zwingle, Iowa, accident, the FAA pointed out that it had
taken actions, or was corddering a wide range of actions, that were designed to be
responsive to t!e subject recommendations.
In a June 21, 1993, letter, the Safety Board accepted the actions taken
and those planned by the FAA as an excellent start in addressing the safety issues
that prompted Safety Recommendations A-92-81 through -83. Fending receipt of
additional information concerning the progress of these activities, Safety
Recommendations A-92-81 through -83 were classified as "Open--Acceptable
Response."
The FAA has nor responded furtbsr since the Board's June 21, 1993,
replyThe following are copies of the actual correspondence:
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Mr. Joseph M. Dei Balzo
Acting Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Washington, D.C. 20591
Wear Mr. Del Balzo:
Thank you for the FederalAviation Administration (FAA) letter dated May 21,1993,
further responding to Safety Recommendations 8-92-81 through -83. These
recommendations resulted from the National Transportation Safety Boards investigation
of an accident in which a Mbubishi MU-28-60 airplane sustained substantial damage
when one of the four blades on the Hartzell HC-64 propeller on the right engine
separated from the propeller while in flight near Utica, New York, on September27, 1991.
The Safety Board determined that the propeller blade separated from the propelIer
because of fatigue cracking that initiated from the inside diameter surface of one of the
four arms of the propeller hub. SafePj Recommendation A-92-81 asked the FAA to
develop, with Har?zell'sassistance, an inspection method capable of detecting hub arm
cracks and to issue an airworthiness directive (AD) requiring that HC-B4 hubs with over
3,000 hours be inspected. Safety Recommendation A-92-82 asked the FAA to mandate
repeated inspections of the affected hubs, if so warranted by the results of the initial
inspections. Safety Recommendation A-92-83 asked the FAA to determine if other
similarly designed Hartzell propeller hubs should also be inspected for cracking.
Your letter indicates that the FAA agrees with the recommendations and has taken
or is considering the following actions to address the safety issues regarding the two
failures on Hartzell Model HC-B4TN-5 steel hubs:
On April 29, 1993. the FAA issued AD 93-09-04. requiring removal of the
pilot tubes and inspection of the hub arms on HC-B4TN-5 hubs installed on
Mitsubishi MU-2B-60 airplanes. Since issuance of the AD. mandated
inspections have found an indication of a crack in one hub arm.
Hartzell and FAA nondestructive inspection (NDI) specialists will conduct a
comprehensive study to determine if ultrasonic inspection techniques can
provide a viable and reliable inspactim procedure to detect cracks in the
hub arm where the previous failures have occurred.
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New laboratory and flight testing activities will be conducted explore
numerous failure theories and to help cetermine the cause of the failures.
The applicability of AD 93-09-04 w611 be expanded to include additional
MU-28 model airplanes with similar operational characteriStics. Hartzell is
developing service documentation and part logistics to support this effort.

The resuits of test5 and analyses, once completed, wit\ be ~eviaweelto
determine what additional actions will be needed to address all remaining
models of the Hartzell steel hub design.
The Safety Board believes that the actions taken and planned by the FAA are an
excellent start in addressing the safety issue? that prompted Safety ReCOMmenndatiOnS
A-92-81 through -83. Pending receipt of adddional information concerning the progress
of these zctivities, Safety RecommendationsA-92-81 through -83 are classifed 'OpenAcceptable Response.' *

Sincerely,

cc:

Robert P.Thurber
Acting Director
Office of TransPoeation Regulatory Affairs
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mise o! ma m a t r a t o r

8ok mBcDc(MB(Ice a=.. s.w
Washuiglon. G.C. 20591

The Honorable Carl W. Vogt
Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in further response to SaZety Recommendations A-92-81
through -83 issued by the Board on August 13, 1992, and
supplements our letters dated Oztober 26, 1992, and Sanuary 4,
1993. These safety recommendations were issued as a result of
the Board's investigation of an accident on September 27, 1991,
involving a Mitsubishi MU-2B-60, Canadian registry C-FFSS,
which was on a cargo flight. The airpPane sustained
substantial damage when a propeller blade separated in flight
near Utica, New York. The airplane w a s climbing through flight
level 190 when the pilot fel': a strong vibration, followed
shortly by a loud atbang." The vibration increased and became
so severe that the pilot experienced considerable difficulty
controlling the airplane. Despite this difficulty, the airplane
landed at Utica A i r p o r t . There were no injuries.
Develop, with the assistance of Hartzell Propeller,
Incorpcrated, a nondestructive inspection technique capable of
detecting hub arm cracks stemming from the inside diameter
surface of the hub arm at the approximate locatiar. of the
inserted end of the pilot tubes on Hartzell model HC-B4
propeller hubs, and issue an airworthiness directive requiring
that HC-84 hubs with 3,000 hours or mare be inspected using
this technique the next time the propeller assembly is
overhauled for any reason, or at the next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever is first.

A-92-81.

- -6z.

Determine, based on the results of the inspections
requested in SafeLy Recornendation A-92-81, if the hub arms on
Hartzell model HC-B4 propeller hubs with 3,000 hours or mere
should be inspected at periodic intervals. If such inspections
are warranted, issue an airworthiness directive, as
appropriate, requiring periodic inspections.

Deternine if Hartzell model HC-B3 and -B5 propdler
hubs, based on similarity of design and fabrication processes
with the HC-B4 propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking
in the hub arms, If such inspections are warranted, issue an
airworthiness directive, as appropriate, requiring peridic
inspections.

F-92-83.

FAh comment.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees
with the Board's recommendations and has taken the following
actions to address tne safety recommendations regarding the two
failures on Hartzell Propeller Inc., Model HC-B4TN-5 steel
hubs:

The FAA issued priority letter Airworthiness
Directive (AD) 93-09-04 to require an inspection of all
HC-B4TN-5 model steel hubs installed on Mitsubishi MU-2B-60
model airplanes. This action requires that all MU-2B-60
propellers be removed from the airplqnes, disassembled, and the
hub i.ssemblies shipped to Hartzell for specific inspection and
rework. At Hartzell, the pilot tubes are removed from the hub
arms and tse bores are inspected using a magnetic particle
process. Hub arm bores that pass the inspection are reworked
and reassembled with new pilot tubes. These reworked hubs will
be repetitively inspected every 600 hours time-in-service. The
FAA's National Resmrce Specialist for nondestructive
inspection (NDI) has reviewed and concurred with the inspection
procedures.
a result of the inspections required by the AD, one hub arm
crack indication has been found t o date. The Safety Board was
notified and an investigation was started to verify the crack
indication utilizing several NDI processes, including magnetic
particle, eddy current, dye penetrant, and ultrasonic. An.
effort is underway in coordination with the Safety Board's
specialists to nondestructively characterize the suspected
crack's location, length, depth, and orientation with
u1trasoni.z and edcly current techniques. Radiographic
procedures are also being explored. The objective is to
correlate the NDI results with the forthcomrng destructive
tests to determine the viability of using NDI techniques for
future inspections.
As

Hartzell has retained an NDI specialist mho has over 20 years
experience in N D I technology with specific expertise in
ultrasonic inspection. This expert will work with Xartz@ll and
FAA specialists to conduct a comprehansive stud*. to determine
if ultrasonic inspection techniques can provide a viable and
reliable inspection procedure to detect cracks in the hub arm
where the previous failures have occurred. rTRe study will
examine test methods on hubs with and without the pilot tubes
installed.

Crack characterization destructive tests are also planned and
will be coordinated with the Safety Board. Hartzell has
proposed that the hub a m with the crack indication be
sectioned and a tensile specimen be created from the crack
indication area. This specimen will be fracture toughness
tested in accordance with American Society of Testing and
Materials E399 test procedures. This test will provide
information reqiired to establish the loads present daring the
final moments prior to hub failure.
The characteristics of the crack surface should not be affected
by the fracture toughness testing. The test plan proposal is
being developed and will be coordinated with the Safety Board.
The FAA has consulted with Halrtzell and has defined new
lalooratory and flight testing activities arhich will explore
numerous failure theories and help dets,-min@ the cause sf the
failures.
Hartzell %ill conduct a new flight strain survey of the
HC-B4TN-5 model propeller as installed on the Pis-2B-60 model
airplane. The test propeller wiil have strain gauges iocated
near the suspect area in the propeller hub ann bore. The FAA
is reviewing the test plan proposal and Hartzell has scheduled
preliminary flight testing of this installation to begin today.
Hartzell will also conduct laboratory testing using various
sized pilot tubes pressed into a representative hub arm
configuration with strain gauges located on the inner surface
bore of the hub arm. The tests will measure the stress
loadings caused by the interferencs fit between the pilot tube
and hub arm. Additionally, a static test will be conducted to
determine if an improperly fitting blade clamp could cause
additional stress loadings in the hub arm.
Based on the results of above tests, Hartzell will update the
finite element modeling and fracture mechanics analysis to help
determine the cause of the hub arm failures. Additionally, a
comprehensive review of the current maintenance instructions
and manufacturing procedures will be performed using data
developed from the interference fit and blade clamp tests.
The FAA will expand the applicability of AD 93-09-04 to include
additional MU-2B model airplaaes due to the similar operational
characteristics of these type design configurations. Hartzell
is developing service documentation and part logistics to
support this effort.
Once all tests and analyses are completed, the FAA will review
the data to detemine what additional actions will be needed to
address all remaining models of the Hartzell steel hub design.
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Hr. Joseph H. .Del k l z o
Acting Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Yashington, D.C. 20591
Dear fir. Del Balzo:
Thank you for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) letter dated
January 4, 1993, further responding to Safety Recormsendations A-92-81
through -83. T b s e reconrnendations resulted from the tiational Transportation
Safety Board's investigation of an accident involving a tiitsubishi MU-2B-60
airplane that sustained damage when one of the four blades of the Hartzell
HC-E4 propeller on the right engine separated from the propeller while in
flight near Utica, New York, on September 27, 1991.
The Safety Board determined that the propeller blade separated from the
propeller because of fatigue cracking that initiated from the inside diameter
surface of one o f the arms of the propeller hub. Safety fiecornendation
%-92-81 asked the FAA to develop, with Hartzell's assistance, an inspection
method capable of detecting hub arm cracks and to issue an airworthiness
directive (AD) requiring that HC-B4 hubs with over 3,000 hours be inspected.
Safety Recomendation A-92-82 asked the FAA to mandate repeated inspections
of the affected hubs, if so warranted by the results of the initial
inspections. Safety Recomndation A-92-83 asked the FAA to determine if
other similarly designed Hartzell propeller hubs should also be inspected for
cracking .
Your letter indisates that propeller hubs used on the Hartzell HC-B3,
HC-B4, and HC-B5 propellers have accumulated a large amount of service time
with only one reported failure of a hub arm. Hartzell procedures recomnend a
magnetic particle inspection each time the hub is overhauled (every 3,000
hours).
Your letter indicates that an airworthiness directive is not
necessary, based on the service history and the presence of the magnetic
particle inspection in the over$aul procedures.
The area from which the cracking initiated on the propeller hub from the
Utica, Hew York, incident was the inside diameter surface of the hub arm, at
a location approximately corresponding to the end of the pilot tube. This
area contained scratches that were probably introduced during the original
aanufacturing o f the hub, and it is possible that other hubs have similar
scratches that could cause crack initiation. A representative of Hartzell
indicated to the Safety Board that magnetic particle inspections of the hubs
in question are nornally performed without removal of the pilot tubes from
the hub arns. Because the pilot tubes are assembled to the hub with an
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interference fit, disassembly of a tube i s difficult and can damage the
surface of the hub arm hol-.. Therefore, a pilot tube would be removed
during overhaul only if it W:IS damaged or worn.
Without the removal 0.: the pilot tube, a crack that initiates at the
inside diameter of the hub a m will not be detectable by magnetic particle
inspection until it penetrates or nearly penetrates the cuter surface o f the
hub arm.
The Safety B a w d believes that a crack of this size would
propagate to failure in much less than 3,000 hours of operation. Therefore,
magnetic particle inspection performed during overhaul with the pilot tubes
in place is an inappropriate method for detecting cracks of this type. The
Safety Board still believes that an appropriate inspection method, such as
ultrasonic inspection, needs to be developed and applied to the hubs of the
HC-B4 propeller.
Separation of a blade from a Hartzell HC-B4 propeller on another
airplane could result in a catastrophic accident. The Safety Board notes
that the FAA is continuing to mnitos and is awaiting the outcome o f
Hartzell’s continuing investigation. However, the Board is concerned that
the FAA has not taken action in the interim to examine the possibility of
using a more appropriate method to inspect the hub arms. Further, the Board
is concerned that the FAA sees no need to review the design and fabrication
process of other Hartzell propeller hub models to determine if similarities
in design might indicate the need for inspection of these other hub models.
Because of these concerns and because the Safety Board does not believe that
the FAA has addressed these recommendations In sufficient detail, we have
classified Safety Recommendations A-92-81, -82, and -83 as
“Open--Unacceptable Response.“
The Board looks forward to.receiving a report on the findings from the
Hartzell continuing investigation and a report on the FAA’s own analysis of
the situation as the monitoring continues. While the Hartzell investigation
progresses, the Board encourages the FAA to develop an inspection method that
could efffciently detect the type of flaw that caused this accident without
removal o f the pilot tubes from the hub arms.

Sincerely,

Carl W. Vogt
Chairman

cc: Mr. Donald R. Trilling
Director
Office of Transportation Regulatory Affairs

The Honorable m r l

b;.Vogt

Chairman, Hatfonal Transportation
Safety Board
490 L'EAfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is in furPher resDonse to Safety Reconmendations A-92-8 1
throuah -83 issued bv &e Board on A k s t 13. 1992. and
suppl6ments our let&
dated October 5 6 , 1992. Th@se safety
recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigetion of an accident on September 27, 1991, involving a
Eitsukdshi WJ-213-60, Canadian registry C-FFSS, which was on a
cargo flight. The airplane sustained substantial damage when a
propeller blade separated in flight near'utica, New York. The
airplane was climbing through flight 'level 190 when the pilot
felt a strong vibration, followed shortly by a loud ?bang.'
The vibration iacreased and became ao severe that the pilot
experienced considerable difficulty controlling the airplane.
Despite this difficulty, the airplane landed at Wtica Airport.
There were no injuries.

- -

8a.
Develop, with the assistance of Kartzell Propeller,
Incorporated, a nondestructive inspection technique capable of
deteciing hub arm cracks steaming f r o m the inside diameter
surface of the hub a m at the approximate location of the
inserted end of the pilot tubes on Hartzell model HC-B4
prop@ller hubs, and issue an airworthiness directive requiring
that pPC-B4 hubs with 3,000 hours or more be inspected using
M i s technique the next tine the propeller assembly is
overhauled for any reason, or at the next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever is first.

8-92-82. Determine, based on the results of the inspeetioms
requested in Safety Recommendation A-92-81, if the hub a m on
Hartzell modal KC-B4 propeller hubs with 3,000 hours or more
shGuld be inspected at periodic intervals. If such inspections
are warranted, issue an airworthiness directive, as
apprcpriata, requiring periodic inspections.

- -

82. Determine if Hartzell model HC-B3 and -B5 propeller
hubs, based on similarity of design and fabrication processes
with the HC-I34 propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking
in the kub anus. If such inspecti.onsare warranted, issue an
airworthiness directive, as apprtqriate, requiting periodic
inspections.

.

The Federal Aviation Administratian {FAA) agrees
-tent
of these safety recommendations but does not
believe that airworthiness directive action i s required. The
FAA completed its review of the service history of the Hartzell
Propeller steel hub designs. To date, the one failure
described by the Safety Board is the only known failure of a
Rartzell steel h
'
&design. The P-U and Haxfzell Propeller have
inaependently reviewed their own service difficulty recores to
determine if cracks in the hub had been found during magnetic
particle inspections. No reports of cracks in this area had
been found

.

The Safety Board indicates that over 28,000 HC-B3 and HC-B5
steel hub propellers are in service. These propeller designs
have accumuXated millions of safe flight hours. The
Hartzell HC-B4 design has also accumulated a significant
service history with one reported failure of the steel hub arm.
Hartzell Propeller has conducted an extensive analysis on the
HC-B4 hub design as installed on the Mitsubishi €W-2B-60 to try
to determine the cause of the failure. A finite element
modeling of this area has been accomplished and Hzrtzell
Propeller has indicated to the FAA that stress levels in this
area are acceptable even with varying degrees of interference
fit between the pilot bore and the pilot tube. Ha
metaliurgical discrepancies were found in the hub material.
Kartzell Propeller is cmtinuing its investigation and will
provide the FAA with its findings.
The Safety Board recommends that all steel h d propellers be
inspected at the 3,030-hour service interval or at the r,e::t
annual inspection, whichever occars first. Hartzeli PropelLer
procedures already require a magnetic particle inspecticn on
steel hub designs when the propeller is overhauled. The
manufacturer's recommended interval is 3,000 Rours
time-in-service per Hartzell Service-Letter 61R. Based on the
service history and tie fact that current procedures require
inspection at 3,000-hour service intervals, the FAA does not
believe that an airworthiness directive is necessary at this
time.
he FAA will continue to monitor the service history of
these hub designs.

I w i l l keep the Board apprised of the FAA's progress on these

safety recommendations.
Sincerely,
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Honorable Thomas C. Richards
Adm3nistrater
Federal Avlatfon Administration
Washington, OX. 20591

Dear Rr. Richards:
Thank you f o r your l e t t e r dated October 26, 1992, responding t o Safety
Recoactendations A-92-81 through -83.
These reconmendations r e s u l t e d from
the Board’s i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f an accident Snvolving a H i t s u b i s h i Eoll-28-60
a i r p l a n e t h a t sustained darnage then one of the four H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r blades
on t h e r i g h t engine separated i n f l i g h t near Utica, New York, on
September 27, 1941.
The Safety board found t h a t l o s s o f t h e p r o p e l l e r blade was t h e r e s u l t
o f f a t i g u e cracking t h a t i n i t i a t e d from the i n s i d e diameter surface o f one o f
t h e arms o f t h e HC-B4 H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r hub. Safety Recomnendation A-92-81
asked t h e FAA t o develop, w i t h H a r t z e l l ’ s assistance, an inspection method
capable o f d e t s c t i n g hub arm cracks and t o issue an airworthfness d i r e c t i v e
(AD) r e q u i r i n g t h a t HC-64 hubs w i t h over 3,000 hours be inspected. Safety
Recommendation A-92-82 asked the FAA t o mandate repeated inspections o f t h e
affected hubs, i f so warranted by t h e r e s u l t s o f the i n i t i a l incpections.
Safety Recwnendation A-92-83 asked t h e FAA t o determine i f other s i m i l a r l y
designed H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r hubs should also be inspected f o r cracking.
The Safety 6oard notes t h a t the FAA i s reviewing t h e s e r v i c e history o f
t h e H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r hubs t o determine the magnitude o f t h e problem.
Regardless of whether the service h i s t o r y o f the HC-84 hubs contains other
sxamples o f cracking o r f r a c t u r e s s i m i l a r ta t h e U t i c a a c c i d m t , t h e Safety
Board believes t h a t a once-through-the-fleet inspection of t h e subject hubs
i s necessary. as requested i n Safety Recoarnendation A-92-81.
Because your
l e t t e r does n o t i n d i c a t e t h a t t h e FAA has taken any steps toward t h i s
action, t h e Board has c l a s s i f i e d Safety Reconnendation A-92-81 *Open-Also,
because implementation o f Safety
Unacceptable Response.”
Reconmendation A-92-82 must be preceded by a once-through-the-fleet
inspection o f t h e Ht-64 hubs, t h i s reconmendation i s also c l a s s i f i e d *Open-Unacceptable Response.”
The Safety Board believes t h a t a review of the design and f a b r i c a t i o n
process s i m i l a r i t i e s between the Ht-84 and o t h e r H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r huh
models i o necessary, as requested in Safety Recommendation A-92-83, t o
determine i f other H a r t z e l l p r o p e l l e r hub models should a l s o be inspected.
5ecause your l e t t e r does not adequately address t h i s issue, t h e Board has
c l a s s i f i e d Safety Recommendation A-92-83 “Open--Unacceptable Response.”

The Safety Board urges the FAA t o recmsider the actions planned in
response t o Safety Recommendations A-92-81 through -83.
Sincerely,

cc: Mr. Donald R. Trilling
Director
Office o f Transportation Regulatory Affairs

The Honorable Carl W. Vogt
Chairman, National "ra~~sportation
Safety Board
4 9 0 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, DC 20594
Dear

Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to Safety Recommendations A-92-81 through
-83 issued by the Board on August 13, 1992.
These safety
recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation of an accident on September 2 7 , 1991, involving a
Mitsubishi KU-2B-60, Canadian registry C-PFSS, which vas on a
cargo flight. The airplane sustained substantial damage when a
propeller b L d e separated in flight near Uti-,
New York. The
airplane was climbing through flight leve2 190 uhen the pilot
felt a strong vibration, followed shortly by a loud
The vibration increased and became so severe that the pilot
experienced considerable difficulty controlling the airplane.
Despite this difficulty, tSe airplane landed at Utica Airport.
There were no injuries,
Develop, with the assistance of Hartzell Propeller,
Incorporated, a nondestructive inspection technique capable of
detecting hub a m cracks szemming Prom the inside diameter
surface of the hub arm at the approximate location of the
inserted end of the pilot tubes on Hartzell model HC-54
propeller hubs, and issue an airworthiness directive requiring
that HC-B4 hubs with 3,000 hours or more be inspected using
this technique the next time the propeller assembly is
overhauled for any reason, or at the next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever is first.

A-92-81.

- -82.

Determine, based on the results of the inspections
requested in Safety Recommendation A-92-81, if the hub arms on
Hartzell model HC-B4 propeller hubs with 3,000 hours or more
should be inspected at periodic intervals. If such inspections
are warranted, issue an airworthiness directive, as
appropriate, requiring periodic inspections.
Determine if Hartzell model HC-B3 and -B5 propeller
hubs, based on similarity o f design and fabrication processes
with the HC-B4 propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking

A-92-83.

Q
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-.

in the hub
I
f such inspections are ratranted, issue an
airworthiness directive, es appropriate, requIzing periodic
inspeetiops.
FAA C-.
The Federal Aviation Ahinistration (FAA) is
reviewing the service history of the Hartzell Propeller hubs to
determine the mgnitude of the problem, The FAA is also
reviewing the service manuals to determine what, if any,
changes need to be made.

I vi11 apprise the Board of tke FAA’s course of action to
address &ese safuty recommendations as SOOA as the rev2ew is
completed.
Sincerely,

Administrator

.
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Date: Aumr 13. 1992
In reply refer to: A-92-81 through -83
Honorable Thmas C. Richards
Administrator
fe&ral Aviation Adwinistration
Yashinqton, 3.L 20591
Oa September 27, 1991, a Hitsubishi W-2B-60, CanaCian registry C-FFSS,
on a cargo n i g h t , sustained substantial damage &en a propeller blade

separated in flight near Utica, Nw York. The airplane was rlirabinq through
19,000 f e e t when the pilot felt a stmng uihntion, followed shortly by a
loud 'bang.'
The vibration increased and b e c w so severe that tire pilots
experienced considerable difficulty contro'llhg the airplane. Despite this
difficuity, the alrplane was successfully landed a t the Utica aitport, uith
no injuries.
Postaccident examination of the airplane revealed that one OF ths four
arms of the propeller hub for the No. 2 engine had separated, releasing one
of the four propeller blades in fltgkt. The releaszd blade h i t and daauged
an adjacent blade on the same engjne and ripped a 12-inch hole f n the
pressurized portion of the fuselage. The severe vibration resulting from
loss of the blade caused substanttal twisting and w i n k l h g o f the wings and
a partial repararion of the No. 2 engine nacelle frpm the cRgine truss
mounts. Thr released blade and associated blade clamp, pilot tub@, and
separated portion o f the hub have not been recovered.
Meta'llurglcal examination of the broken Hartsell propeller hub. model
HC-B4TN-SDL, was conducted a t the Safety Board's naterfals laboratory. The
hub a n fracture was located about 2.3 inches inboard of the outboard end of
t h e Rub a n . The fracture was caused by a fatigue crack that initiated from
multiple sites on the inside diameter surface o f the am and progressed
through 70 percent of the arm cross section before final separation. The
f a t i p e crack 3nStiation area was approximately i n Itne w i t h the inboard end
of the pi70: tub; tha: is dsscmbled into the hub dm bore with dn
interference f i t .
During operation of the propeller, a s l i g h t stress
increase i s expected X3 occur a t the posltton CornspPnCing to the assembled
inboard end of the p i l o t tube, and this may have caused the fatigue origin
area t o be located a t this radial position.
The inside diameter surface of the separated hub arm contafned scratch
marks t h a t extended avo? a b u t one-half o f the hole wall CircumfereRce and
from the fracture surface t o a posftion slightly inboard o f the plane crf the
fracture. The fatigue origin area was located w i t h i n this area o f scratches.
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Examination of the three remaining intact arms after removal of the pilot
tubes disclosed evidence of scrdtch narks similar to those found on the
separated arm.
As the propeller rotates, the predominant load experienced by the hub
arm is from the centrifugal loads on the propeller blades. These loads
result in radial-tension throughout the hub arm.
In addition, drag and

thrust loads on the blades produce bending in the hub arms. Buring n o m a 1
operation (in forward propeller thrust), these bending loads result in
maximum tension in the aft leading-edge quadrant of the hub arm. DurEng
reverse thrust, the maximum tension wouid be in the forward leading-edge
quadrant of the hub arm. However, the fatigue origin area was not located in
either of these quadrants, but was, instead, found in the forward trailingedge quadrant of the hub arm, suggesting that the circumferential location of
the fatigue initiation region was not influenced by bending loads but may
have been determined by local stress raisers such as the scratches on the
inside diameter surface of the separated hub arm.
The separated propeller hub was manufactured in 1977 and was overhauled
in 1983 and 1988. Records from the first overhaul are not available. The
records fror the second overhaul indicate that two of the four pilot tubes
had been replaced at that time. Because similar scratches were found on all
four hub arms, it is unlikely that the scratches were introduced during the
more recent overhaul. Also, the scratches extended inboard of the position
contacted by the pilot tubes, and i t is unlikely that removal or insertion of
the tubes could create such damage. However, the scratches could have been
created by some manufacturing or repair process any tlme that the pilot tubes
were not present in the hub arms. The Safety Board believes it more likely
that scratches were produced during original manufacturing of the hub.
General corrosion damage and corrosion pitting were also noted on
various portions of the inside diameter surface of the remaining portion of
the separated hub arm, including the area from which the fatigue cracking
initiated.
The general corrosion damage had partially obliterated the
scratches from the inside diameter surface. Scanning electron microscopic
examination of the fracture revealed no evidence of corrosion pits at the
individual fatigue initiation sites, indicating that corrosion may not have
substantially contributed to initiation o f the fatigue cracking.
The Safety Board believes that it is more likely that the fatigue
cracking on the separated hub initiated frsn the scratches than from
corrosion damage. Regardless of the cause of initiation, the failure of a
hub arm on a HC-64 propeller hub could result in a catastrophic accident.
The separated hub, model HC-B4TN-5DL, had accumulated a total of 4,432
hours of ooeration since new.
Informatio;. provided by Hartzell indicated
that the highest time model Ht-B4 propeller hub (manufactured since the
1960s) has accumulated about 15,QCO hours of operation. The Safety Board
believes that a11 HC-84 Hartzell propeller hub; that have accumulated at
least 3,000 hours should be subjected to a one-tine inspection for cracks.

F
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H a r t z e l l recommends t h a t t h e HC-B4 p r o p e l l e r be overhauled every 5 years ?r
3,000 hours, whichever comes f i r s t .
Performing t h e hub inspection a t t h e
next reconmended overhaul could allow passage o f . t o o much time before the
inspection i s performed. Therefore, t h e .Safety Board believes t h a t the hvbs
should be inspected t h e next time t h a t t h e p r o p e l l e r a s s d l y i o overhauled,
o r a t t h e next annual inspection ( o r equivalent), whichever occurs f i r s t . I f
t h e inspection cf these hubs reveals a d d i t i o n a l hubs with cracks, then
p e r i o d i c inspections o f t h e EC-84 hubs m y a l s o be n@cessary.
The Interference fit between t h e p i l o t tube and t h e hub arm increases
the p o s s i b i a i t y t h a t removal and reassembly o f t h e p l l o t tubes ( t o do 3.
d i r e c t inspection of t h e i n s i d e diameter surface o f t h e hub arms) could
danage the hole w a l l . However, the Safety Board believes t h a t hub arm cracks
could be detected without removal o f t h e p i l o t tubes through the use of an
inspection method srch as u l t r a s o n i c inspection.

The design of t h e HC-64 hub and t h e manufacturing processes used t o
make i t are very s i m i l a r t o t h e design and processes used t o make t h e
H a r t t e l l three-bladed hub (basic model HC-B3) and t h e H a r t z e l l ffve-bladed
hub {HC-B5).
H a r t z e l l has made more than 27,000 three-bladed hubs and @ore
than 1,300 five-bladed hubs. Because o f t h e s i m i l a r i t i e s between t h e types
o f hubs, t h e Safety Board i s concerned t h a t hubs o f t h e three- and f i v e bladed design could also be susceptible t o cracking because they could have
damage s i m i l a r t o t h e scratch marks and corrosion found on t h e separated
four- bladed hub. A f a i l u r e o f a hub arm on a three- o r five- bladed hub could
also r e s u l t i n a catastrophic .accident, and t h e Safety Board believes t h a t
inspections o f these hubs may also be necessary t o determine i f they have a
cracking problem.
Therefore, t h e National Transportation Safety Board recomnends t h a t the
Federal A v i a t i o n Administration:
Dsvelop, w i t h the assistance o f H a r t z e l l Propeller, Incorporated, a
no:destructive inspection technique capable s f d e t e c t i n g hub arm
cracks stemming from t h e i n s i d e diameter surface o f t h e hub a m a t
the approximate l o c a t i o n o f t h e i n s e r t e d end o f t h e p i l o t tubes on
H a r t z e l l model Ht-84 p r o p e l l e r Rubs, and issue an afrworthiness
d i r e c t i v e r e q u i r i n g t h a t HC-84 hubs w i t h 3,000 hours o r more be
'.nspected using t h i s technique the next tine t h e p r o p e l l e r ass&ly
i s Qverhau'Oed f o r any reason, o r a t t h e next annual inspection (or
equivalent), whichever i s f i r s t .
(Class 11, P r i o r i t y Action)
(A-92-81)
Determine, based on the r e s u l t s of t h e fnspections requested i n
Safety Recommendation A-92-81, i f t h e hub a m s on H a r t z e l l =del
HC-B4 psopeller hubs w i t h 3,000 hours o r mere should be inspected
a t p e r i o d i c i n t e r v a l s . If such inspections are warranted, issue an
a i r w o r t h i n e s s dirkictive,
as appropriate,
requiring periodic
inspections. (Class 11, P r i o r i t y Action) (A-92-82)

It3
Determine i f Hartzell model H G B 3 and -85 propeller hubs, based on
similarity o f design and fabrication processes with the HC-84
propeller hub, should be inspected for cracking in the bub a r m .
If such inspections are warranted, issue an airworthiness
directive, as appropriate, requiring periodic inspections.
(Class 11, Priority Action) (A-92-83)
Chairman V X T , Vice Chairman COUGHLIN, and Hembers LAUBER, H
A
R
T
, and
W E R S C H H I D T concurred in these recoanrendations.

By:

Carl Y. Vogt
Chaiman
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a. Avoid radio fxcqum~y ch~agcsexcept when

necssary to provide a clear communicationschannel.
b. Make tums while the airaafl is in VFR
conditions so it d l be in a position to fly
a straight coury while in IFR conditions.
c Have pilot lower gcar and slow airnafl to
approach spctd while in VFR cnnditions.
d. Avoid r q - c g a dimb or descent while
in a turn if in IFR conditions.
e. Avoid abrupt manewerS.
I Vector aim& to VFR conditions.
g. The following shal; be acfoqlished on a
Mode C quipped VFR aircraft which is in tmergcw
but no lon~cr requires the nsigmlcnt of code
7700:
1. ? E R ? A L Assign a beacon code tha
wiI1 permk i:nninal minimum d e altitude warning
(MSAW) alarm processing.
2. m’ ROUTE: An appropriate keyboard entry
shall be made to ensure en route MSAW W A W )
alarm prcxessing.
10-19 mERGENCY U)CATOR
TRAPI’SMITlER ELTI SIGNALS
When an ELT signal is heard or reported
a. EA‘ ROUTE: Notify the Rescue Coordination
Center 0
.
10-19. t i o t d A A Form 7 2 1 0 4 . ELT Imidat, Wncrins
sfaldadizcd forma! for smrdiwtion with the RCC
10-19a Reference.4rder 7210.3,puagraph 11-30.

b. ‘ER\fI,\‘U: Notify the ARTCC which will
coordinate with the Rescue Coordination Center

(RCC).
10-19s and b Note t--Opcrarional ground earin6 Of EmCIp c y
Tra-GTktG5 ZLT‘5) sss &-a =&-ked
6,tbe G m 5 minurcs of t a c t hour. To avoid umhsing the (n15
with 89 0etuz1 dzrm. the testing is ratrictcd to no marc thn
three audio wccps.
10-19r and 5 tiole L--COntrolicrs can upecl pilots 10
a
i
r
& pmjtion and time the signal w u fusl bard. d r
position and time the signal was last b e d , airsnn gOriIiM It
mnximcm signal sucnpl:.. flight dtitudc. and kcqucrq Of the
cmeigerry signal (121.5/24?.0). (kA i w a n ’ S h f O I I M I i M
Maoaal. Emeig n q Locltor Transmitten. p e n p F 5 6-15.>
6 W ROUTE: Request DF Net nncmp to abtain

=port

or
fixes obtained plus any other pertinent information
to the RCC.
d. TERMiNAL: Attempt to obtain dines or bearings
on the signal.
t. Solicit the assistance of other aircnft h o r n
to be operating in the signal area.
I. TERMINAL: Forward fixm or bearings and
any other pertinent information to the ARTCC.
fixes or bearings on signal. Forward beaings

P a n 1O-19
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3. Ask the pilot if he desires to dimb or
desnnd to an altitude that would qualiie or
redua the outside air pressure/exkting cabin air
pressure differential. Issue or =lay an appropriate
clearame considering MEA, M O W MRA, and
weather.
10-2083 I
hte.-4di7kg -g
cobia air prr+mrr with a t ride air w
- e is a key ncp which &= pilw may aish to lakc
to mhiaoirc thc damage potmthl of a bomb.
4. Handle the a
i
r
& as an emergency and/
or provide the most expeditious handling possible
with respecr to the safety of other aircan, ground

facilities, and pe~onneL
10-20~4 N o l e . 4 q e q handling is disCretaOUY and
&odd be b v e d on the situation. With ~cnaint y p n of threaI%
plans msy d l for a low-key anion 01 rcspo~rc.

the operation will not adversely affect other mffic,
h e or relay an ATC clearance.
1040bl R
e
c
r
f
e
n
M Securiry. F A R 121538.
2. Advise the aircraft to remain as far m y
from other aircrafl and fkilitia as possible, to
dear the m a y , if appropriate, and to taxi to
an isolated or designated search area. When it
is impractical or if the pilot takes an alumative
d o n ; e.g., pasking and off-loading immediately,
advise other ai-aaft to remain clear of the suspect
a
i
m
&by at least 100 yards if able.
1O-MLb2 Note.-Pa%eager dcpllnins may k of v
t
imporuria and murt bc omsidered bcforc ths aircdl u juzkd
c n ~ c d ~ y ~ ~ c c ~ ~ d a j s i o n t o w e n m p

fndlida ICN *& the PaOL U
dQ p e r P t O d w -.
c If you arc unable to isform the suspect a
i
r
&

of a bomb threat or if you lose conwith
the d r r z , advise your supervisor and relay pcrthent
5. Issue or relay clearances to a new desination
details to other sectors or facilities as deemed
if requested.
necuwy.
d, When a pilot repons the discovery of a bomb
6. W h e n 2 pilot requests technical assistance
or if it h apparent that a pilot may need sllch
or suspected bomb on an aircraft which is airborne
or on the ground, dettrmine the pilot's intentions
assistance, do NOT suggest what actions the pilot
and comply witb his requests in so far p.s possible.
should take concerning a bomb, but obtain the
following information and notify your s~perviso~ Take all of the actions discwed in the preceding
paragraphs which may be appropriale under the
who will contact the F4A Aviation Explosives
exisin$cit-tmces.
EXpm-L
1&2-20.6 Note.-Tkis n
im
f u
o
nis needed by the FAA Aviae, The handling of aircraft when a hijacke: has
tion Explosives E x p i so that he can assess the situation and
or is suspect ?f having a bomb requires spedal
rmkc inmediate recommendations to Ihe pilol. The Aviation
considentions. a e responsive to the pilot's requests
Explosives Exprn may DM bt famXaT wiIh 111 milimy airaafr
and notify supervisory personnel. Apply hijacking
comig>ra:ions but he can offn lcchnicai assinan.%which would
procedures and offer assistance to the pilot according
be bcorficial IO the pilol.
to the preceding paragraphs, if needed.
(a) Type, series, and model of the aircraft.
10-21 EXPLOSlST DETECTION K-9 TEAMS
(b) Precise locationidcscription of the bomb
device if known.
Take the following actions should you receive
an a i r d request for the location of the nearen
(c) Other details which mzy be peninent.
explosive detection K-9 team.
I&20a6(c) tiots.-i%e
fo!hwing dews m y be Of S
@
i U
n
e
C
b u t it ir. not intendcd l h a t the pilot should dislurb a
mrpencd bombbomb container 10 axeruin the infom$tioe. &e
lltirvdc or time wt f-: &e bomb to uplcdc, r/ps of dctorutiag
action (baronchic. time. anti-handling. remolc radio lmnrmitE T ) , prvcr YIYfFc @attsry. siscuial xxmhwhl), typs of
initiator (bluriee clp, flash W b . ChemicaIX and thc type of
exp!osivc,'ixcndiq chugc (dynamite, black powder. &mid).

if b-

b. When a boinb threat involves an a
i
r
& on
the grwd and yau are in ccntaa with the suspect
aircraft, take the following actions in addition to
those discussed in the preceding paragraph which
may be appropriate:
1. If the aircra€t is at an airpon where tower
contml or FSS advisory service is not available,
or if the pilot ignores the threat at any airport,
recommend that t&eoff be delayed until the pilot
0: aLrcrafr operator establishes that a bomb is
not aboard in accordance with FAR 121. If the
pilot insists on takiig off and in your opinion

10-21 Refmme..--ordu

72103, Explosivver Dclcction K-9

Turns pangraph 2-10.
a. Obtain the aircraii identification and position
and advise your supervisor of the pilot request
b. When you receive the nearest location of
the explosive detection K-9 team, relay the information to the pilot.
.e If thc riuCZ%h
Q
.'
diVCX¶ t0
Sirpon
location provided, obtain an estimated amw! time
from the pilot and advise your supervisor.
10-22 EMERGENCY AIRPORT

RECOMMENDATION
thefonoaringfammwhen -mm~diag
ancmcrgencl
Remainingfuein
l relation
b. Weather conditions.
c Airpon conditions.

mnd&anm.
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d NAVAID status.
e. Aircraft type.
f. PUot's qualifications.

10-23 GLTIMhTE TO EMERGENCY

AIRPORT
When ueccssary, uy any of the following for
guidance to the airpon:
a Radar.
b. DF.
c Following another aircraft.

ti. XAVA~D'S.
e. Pilotage by landmarks.
1. Compass headings.
10-24 EMERGENCY OBS'IRUCIION VIDEO
M4P ( E O W
a. The EOVM is intended to facilitate advisory
sewicc to an aircraft in an emergency situation
wherein an appropriate terraidobstacle cIeaSaCC

P a n 10-23
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APPENDIX E
HAWTZELL PROPELLER AIWWQRTHLNESS DIRECTIVES

AIRWORTHINESS RlRECTlVE

us.oeprrtmm

FUGMSTANDAROS SERVICE
RKXILAXRY SUPPORT DMSION
P.O. Box 26460

ofT-pilation

Fdm!A M o n
Admblkhtion

~m,otcLaacoMA
73125w60

93-12-01 HsxtzdI

Pmpelkr.

b
e
.
: Ame-nt
39-8642. Docket 93-AME-35.
AppkabllI@ I-Ifdzd Propeller. Inc Model HC-B4TN-5fD.C.J&/iTl02820-5.3R and
HC-B4TW-5(D.G.JlL/LTl~~.K)-5.3R
proplkra pnstalled on Mltsublshi Model MU-2B-2EA.
-=A and -40 alrcrait.
Campllancc: Regulrrd ea
unless aammplbhcd prwIosly.
To prevznt p s i b l e fatigue cracks in propeller hub a m assemblies progressing to
rerultIng in departure of the hub 8rm and blade, that may result in engine separation and
subsequent loss of alrcraff control. arromplbh tAe following in accordance with the compliance
scbeduk as Indicarcd:

in&cated.

YUuzz.

l.IME-ScI&EE-~
CLSm

M Hf3URS ON THE EFFECnVE
DATE OF THIS AD OR BRQPEUER
HUB ASSEXBLIESX
'
HAVE
EXPERIENCED A BLADE STRIKE
TSN greater than or cqud to
3000 h o w or TSN unknown.

COMPLIANCE REQUIXED
Withb the next 10 hours
time in servlcc (Tis1x
two cakndar months after
the e5ccave date of
this AD. whichever occurs
fWtand thereafter at
infctvalp not to exceed

600 hours TIS or 60
calendar months since
last tnspction.
whlchever occurs &st.
TSN less than 3000 hours.

Prior to the accumulation
of 3010 hours TSN. or
Wthln the next 200 hours
TIS or 12 m o n after
~
ihe effective date of

AD.

th(s
whlchever occurs
&st. and thercafkr at
intern& not io exceed

600 hours TfS or 60
calendar months since
lart Inspcctbn.

whlchevcr OCCUTS first.

1 2ci
2 93-12-01

nIuE-slNcE-m(Z5N.l
IN HOURS ON THE EFFECTNE
DATE OF THIS AD OR PROPELLER
HUB ASSEMBLIES THAT HBVE
EXPERIENCED A BLADE STIuEhE
Regardless of TSN,
propeller hub assemblies
that have experienced a
blade strike prior
to the eff'ectlve date of
thb AD. See paragraph [cl
ofthismforthe
definition of a blade
strike

Regardless of E N .
propeller hub assemblies
that experience a
blad2 strike after the
effective date of this
AD. See paragraph (c)of
this AD for the definition of
a iiide strike.

CO%WLMCEREgWl?ED

Within the next 10 hours
TIS or two calendar
months after the
effective date ofthis
whichever 3ccm
first and thereafter
at intervals not to
exceed 600 hours
TIS or 60 calendar
month since last
Inspection. whichever
occurs f3r&t.

AD.

Prior to further

mt,

and thereafter at
intervals not to exceed

600 hours TIS or 60
calendar months since
last inspeftion,
whichever occurs first.

(a) Remove affected propeller hub assemblies fiom the &raft and return to Hartzell
Propeller Inc.. One Propeller Place. Piqua. OH 45356-2634 U S A . for inspection and specified
rework procedures. In accordance wlth Harkell Alert Service Bullem (ASB) No. A183. dated
June I. 1993. Propeller hubs removed h m hiitsubishi Model MU-2B-26A. -36A. and -40 aircmff
may not be installed on any other aircraft unless an inspection is performed in accordance with
wartzell ASB No. A183. dated June 1.1993.
(bl Re-install affected propelkr hub assemblies that have had the hub arm bores
uinqpcted &id %+c&&
=Z-%s&r.
p!W t%&s?epLsx&. Cqd
st the enad of h
te hub serial
number with sufav letter "M". followed by a number 11.2.3. etc.) to indicate the number of
repetitive inspections performed in accordance with Hartzell ASB No. Al83. dated June 1. 1993 or
Install new producdon hubs which have passed the inspection and have been marked at the end of
the hub serial number with the suffix letter "M".
(c) A blade strike is dehed 8s a propeller having any bIade(s1that has been bent beyond
repair limits In zccordance wlth HaNell Service Letter 61R. dated February 28. 1992.
(dl The "calendar month' compliance m e stated in this AD allow the performance of the
required action prior to the last day of the month in which compliance Is reqded.
NOTE: For example, if action is required 2 calendar months from June 15.. 1993, the required
actions are to be performed not later than August 31. 1993.
(el An alternate method of c o m p h c e or adJustment of the compliance tlme that
provides an axeptable level of safely may be used if approved by the Mareer, Chicago Aircraft
Certification Ofice. The rquest should be forwarded through 311 approprlate FAA Maintenance
Inspector, who may add comments and then.send It to tke Manager. Chicago Aircraft CertU3cation
ofnce.
NOTE 1: Information concerning the existence of approved alternative methods of compliance with
thls Ainvorthhess Directive. if any. may be obtairaed from Chicago Aircraft Certification Om=.
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NOTE 2: Althau& Hartzell hopeller 13 presently the only FAA-approved repair kcacurty autLorfieJ
to conduct the requirements of thb A D , other facil.ities may be authorized through the alternative
methcd ofconpllanoe procedure In paragraph (e) of thls AL.
(p1
Except when propeller hub assemblies experience a blade strlke after the effective
date of this A D , specid Dight permits may be issued in accodance with FAR 21.197 and 21.199 t o
opemte the airplane to a locatton whem the rqlltrements of this AD e n be acmxz@ished.

(g) The removal from service. inspection. rework. and rcinstabtbn shall be done in
accordance with the followlng alert sewlce bulletin:
D0CWm-t

hio.

P=&W

Revision

Date

1-3

Original

June 1.1993

HaNeEASE

No. A183
Totalpges: 3

This incorporation by reference was approved by the Director of the Fderal Register in anordance
witb 5 U.S.C. 552(al and 1 CFR part 51. Copies may be obtahed from Hartzell FYopeUer Knc.. One
RopcXcr Place. Piqua. OH 45353-2634. Copies may b e inspected at the FAA. New England
Rcglon. Office of the Assistant Chief Counsel. 12 New England Executive Park Burhgtcn. 1MA; or
at the oface of the Federal RegLster. 800 North Capitol Street. NW..suite 700. Washington. DC.
(hl Thts amendment becomes effective October 14. 1993. to all persons except those
persons to whom it was made immediately effective by priority letter AD 93-12-01. issued
June 10. 1993, which crntalned the requirements of this amendment.

FOR FURTHER INFOFWATION CONTACT

Tim Smyth. Aerospace Engineer. Chicago Aircraft Certiftcation Office. FAA. Small -lane
Directorate. 2300 East Devon Avenue. Room 232. Des Plaines, IL 60016: telephone
(312) 694-7130. fax (312) 694-7834.
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TSN greater than or equal to
3000 hours or TSN uniunown.

TSN less than 3000

hours.
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Regardkss of TSN.
propeller hub assemblies
that have experienced a
blade strike prior
to the effeUve date of
this AD. See paragraph (cl
ofthisADforthc
definition of a blade
strike

Within the next 10 h6urs
nS or tm v-kndar
montk?-p?&r the
effectlve date of thb
AD. whichever occurs
0rst and thereafter
at intervals not to
exceed 600 hours
TIS or 60 calendar
months since last
inspection. whichever
OcCllIs &t

Regardless of TSN.
propeller hub assemblies
that experience a
blade strike afkr *&
effectlve date of this
AD. See paragraph (3) of
this AD for
d&tion of
a bkde strike.

Prior to further flight.
md thereafter at
intervats not to exceed
600 hours nS or 60
calendar months since
last inspection.
whichever occurs first.

t
k
;

Remove &ected propeller hub assemblies from the aircraft and return to HarLZell
(a)
Propeller Inc.. One Propeller Place, Piqua. OH 45356-2634 U.S.A. for inspection and sp5fied
rework procedures. in accordance with Hartzell Alert Servlce BulleUn (AS51No. A182. dated
AprU28.1993. Propeller hubs removed from Mitsubishi Model MU-2B-60 aircraft may not be
installed on any other aircraft unless an inspection is performed in accordance with HartzelI ASB
No. A182. dated April 28.1993.
(b)
Reinstall affected propeller hab assemblies that have had the hub arm bores
inspected and reworked as necessary. pilot tubes replaced. and marked at the end of the hub serial
number with sufex letter 'M". followed by a number f1.2.3. etc.1 to indicate the number of
repetitive inspections p
e
o
f
r
d in accordance with HartzelI ASB No. 8182, dated April 28. 1993:
or install new production hubs which have passed the inspection and have been marked at the
end of the hub serial number with the sufax letter "M".
(cl
A blade strike ia defined as a propeller havfng any biadets) that has been bent
beyond repair uanits in acmrdance with Hartzell Scnice Letter 6:R. dated February 28. 1992.
(d)
The 'calendar month' compliance time stated in this AD ~ U o w
the performance of
the required action prior to the last day of the month in which compliance ~9 required.
NOTE: For example, if action is required 2 calendar months h
o
r
n April 28. 1993. the required
acttors are to be performed not later than June 30. 1993.
(e)
A n alternate method of compliance or adjustn;cnt of the compliance time that
provldes an accepkhk level of safety may be used if approved by the Manager. Chicago Aircraft
Certlflcation OBce. The request should be forwarded through an appropriate FAA Maintenance
Inspector. who may add comments and then sent it r9 the Manager. Chicago &
r
a
f
t CertBcation
Ofilce.

i

,I

. .

.

..\x.
'
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NOTE 1: Infonaration eoncernbg t h e ex!,stence of approved altematlve methods of compliance WE?
this Alrarorthinesa
if any. may be obtained from Chicago A?rcpaff CerUUcat%no89ce.
NOTE 2: M&M& -XartzeU. Propc&r is presently *&e only FAA-approved repair kdity authorized
to conduct the r q u h m e n b ofthis A D , other x%tWlea may be authorized through ?be aMernatlve
method of mmpllance procedure ln -graph
(e) of &kt AD.
[fJ
Exrcpt when p p l l c r hub -3abUes
experience a W e strike aftm the e5ktivc
dart of thja
specid fiigbt pemts may be issued in aamropanCe with FAR 21.197 and 21.199 to
operate the tskplanc to a h
b
t
m where the requirements of this A D can be arcomplished.
(g)
The removal h
o
r
n service. ~ I L S ~ U rework.
O~.
and reinstallation shall be done in
acc0rd;ll;ct with the foll0-g
alert serutce bulletin:

I)kectlve.

AD.

Docummt No.
HartzellASB
No. A182

1-3

Revdsion

Date

O d W

April 28.1993

-rotalpage%3
This incorporation by reference was approved by &e Director of the Federal Register ir -wrdancc
with 5 U.S.C.552(a)and 1 CFR part 51. Copies may be ob-&
from HarizeU. Pro& .. Inc.. One

Propeller Place. Piqua. OH 45356-2634. Copies lzay be inspected at &e F a k New England
Region. OfBcc of the Assbtant Chief Counsel. 12 New England Executlve Park. Bwhgton. MA: or
at the OfBce of the Federal Register. 800 Piorth Capitof Street. Nw.. suite 700, Washington DC.
(h)
This amendment becomes effective August 6.1993. to all persons except those
persons to whom it was made immediately effective by priority letter AD 93-09-04. fspued
AprU 28.1993. which contained the requirements of this amendment

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CCNTACT:
Tim Smyth. Aerospace Engineer. Chicago Mmaff Cert3bGon O%Ce. FAA. S d Airplane
Ciretbrate. 2300 East Devon Avenue. Room 232. Des Plafnes, IL 60018: telephone
(312)694-7130. fax (312)694-7834.

W.S.

G.P.O.:1994-300-644:80016

